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Summary

The consequences of bias and injustice have received more attention,
even though AI is increasingly employed in delicate fields like health care,
hiring, and criminal justice. We know that individual and social biases,
which are frequently unconscious, affect and skew human decision-
making in many ways. Although it might seem that using data to
automate judgments would guarantee fairness, we now know that this is
untrue. Societal bias can be incorporated into training datasets for AI,
decisions made even during the machine learning development stage,
and intricate feedback loops that form when a machine learning model
is used in the real world.

We aim to anticipate unfairness before applying any algorithm by
studying the bias associated with protected attributes such as age,
ethnicity, gender, education, marital status, etc. We start by using the
various bias measure metrics taken references from [1] [2] [3]. The study
is carried out at different stages to evaluate how well the bias measure
metrics perform on five chosen datasets from the social and financial
domains.

This work, enclosed in the broader context of Data-Centric AI adopts
Data Bias Assessment and mitigation techniques. As a result, we begin
by developing a library for data bias assessment and comprehending sev-
eral bias mitigation strategies. In particular, there are three categories
of Bias Measure Metrics: Balance Measure Metrics(Gini, Simpson,
Shannon, and Imbalance Ratio), Equality Measure Metrics(Generalized
Entropy Index, Theil Index, Atkinson Index, and Coefficient of Varia-
tion), and Distance Measure Metrics(Infinity Norm Distance and Total
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Variation Distance).The Balance measure seeks to determine if a par-
ticular class of a protected attribute is balanced. The Equality measure
metrics desire to determine if a specific class of a protected attribute
is handled equally, and finally, Distance measure metrics aim to deter-
mine whether the protected attribute distribution is close to the target
reference distribution.

Synthetic data incorporates all the statistical and distribution proper-
ties of the original dataset.The use of synthetic data can improve AI and
solve various data-related properties. In our study, we employed syn-
thetic datasets to determine whether utilizing synthetic datasets could
lessen data bias. Three distinct vendors provide the synthetic datasets
(Syndata, Mostly AI, Gretel). We will evaluate the performance of our
bias measure metrics on the synthetic datasets.

Finally, different bias mitigation approaches, primarily related to
pre-processing bias mitigation approaches, have been applied on the
original dataset. These pre-processing bias mitigation strategies are
taken from Synthesized SDK and AI Fairness Toolkit 360. We will
assess the performance of our bias measure metrics on the debiased
datasets created by utilizing the various pre-processing bias mitigation
techniques.

These experimental evaluations induced insights and considerations
by comparing the different pre-processing techniques and shone a light
on the possible directions that the scientific literature could take to
further assess bias and mitigate data bias in the context of trustworthy
and Data-centered AI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
As mentioned in [4] one of the challenges of artificial intelligence is
ensuring that model decisions are fair and without bias. Datasets,
metrics, techniques, and tools are used in research to detect and mitigate
unfairness and bias [4].

Prediction-based decision algorithms are widely used in industry
by governments and organizations that are rapidly adopting them [5].
These techniques are already widely used in lending, contracting, and
online advertising, as well as criminal pre-trial proceedings, immigration
detention, and public health [6]. With the rise of these techniques came
concern about the biases embedded in the models and how fair they are
in defining their performance for issues pertaining to sensitive social
aspects such as race, gender, class, and so on [7].

Systems that have an impact on people’s lives raise ethical concerns
about making fair and unbiased decisions. As a result, challenges to
bias and unfairness have been thoroughly investigated, taking into
account the constraints imposed by corporate practices, regulations,
social traditions, and ethical obligations [8]. Recognizing and reduc-
ing bias and unfairness are difficult tasks because unfairness differs
across cultures. As a result, the unfairness criterion is influenced by
user experience, cultural, social, historical, political, legal, and ethical
considerations [9].
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Introduction

In machine learning, algorithmic bias is frequently discussed, but
nonetheless the underlying data, not the algorithm, is typically the
primary source of bias. The most severe issue with machine learning
models is that the training distribution does not always correspond
to the desired distribution. If the current reality places some people
at a systematic disadvantage, the training data distribution will likely
replicate that disadvantage rather than reflect a more equitable future.
These choices are reflected in the training data and later baked into
future machine learning model decisions.

Many data scientists believe that when building machine learning
models, they can simply remove protected attributes (such as race,
gender, and age) to avoid unfair bias. However, many features are overly
correlated with protected attributes, making it simple to reconstruct a
protected attribute such as ethnicity even after removing it from your
training set.

Data injustice is a representation of reality. The issue with our data
may also be resolved if we address the real root cause.To begin with,
we must comprehend the causes of an unjust model. They comprise
proxy variables, biased datasets, and data with embedded historical
injustice.

Nonetheless, the literature has identified several causes of unfairness
in machine learning, according to [10]:

• Biases are already present in learning datasets, which are based on
biased device measurements, historically biased human decisions,
inaccurate reports, or other factors. Machine learning algorithms
are essentially designed to replicate these biases;

• Missing data biases, such as missing values or sample/selection
biases, result in datasets that are not representative of the target
population;

• Biases resulting from algorithmic goals that aim to minimize overall
aggregated prediction errors and thus benefit majority groups over
minorities;
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• Biases for sensitive attributes caused by "proxy" attributes. Sen-
sitive characteristics, such as race, gender, and age, distinguish
privileged and unprivileged groups and are typically not appropri-
ate for use in decision making. Non-sensitive attributes that can be
used to derive sensitive attributes are known as proxy attributes.
If the dataset contains proxy attributes, the machine learning algo-
rithm can make decisions based on the sensitive attributes while
masquerading as using presumably legitimate attributes.

There are numerous approaches for recognizing bias and unfairness,
known as fairness metrics [11], and this wide range makes it difficult to
choose the appropriate assessment criteria for the issue at hand. Some
solutions, such as AIF360 [1], FairLearn [12] and Aequitas [13] already
strive to assist developers by providing particular libraries and tools to
address bias and unfairness.

1.2 Context of Use
The thesis was conducted in ClearboxAI under the supervision of
Carmine D’Amico and Prof. Antonio Vetro, with the goal of under-
standing data bias and approaches to tackle them. So we start by
creating a library for data bias assessment and understanding various
bias mitigation techniques. Specifically for this study we used references
from other research papers and open source libraries [1] [2].

We spent time in the first half of the study developing a library
which consists of ten bias measure metrics divided into three categories:
Balance, Equality, and Distance measures.When selecting bias measure
metrics, we must keep in mind that not all metrics can be applied to
all protected attributes. For example, when there is an imbalance in a
class, such as the male-female ratio, it is preferable to use the balance
measure metrics, whereas it is preferable to use the equality measure
metrics when there is a protected attribute associated with ethnicity.

In the second half of this study, we create synthetic datasets from
various vendors, specifically Syndate, MostlyAI, and Gretel. Given
that each of these vendors claims to promote ethical AI, we assess
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the performance of the new generated synthetic datasets using the
previously designed bias measure metrics.

Then, we study some bias mitigation algorithms during the pre-
processing stage of the ML pipeline lifecycle, that is, on the dataset
before any training begins. Some of these bias mitigation algorithms
was applied to our chosen five datasets to generate a new debiased
dataset. Finally, we evaluate the performance of bias measurement
metrics on our newly created debiased dataset.

The three most important steps are listed below:

• Design a bias measure metrics library.

• Create synthetic datasets from our selected five datasets from
various vendors and assess the performance of the bias measure
metrics on these newly created datasets.

• Understand some bias mitigation strategies during the preprocess-
ing stage and apply a few of them to our selected five datasets to
produce a debiased dataset, as well as assess the performance of
the bias measure metrics.

1.3 Limitations
The use of a few restricted metrics and the analysis of a few restricted
datasets are the main limitations of this work. The urgency of the
situation is the primary motivator. It takes more time to conduct
appropriate research and build a more comprehensive remedy since
data bias has no clear explanation.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is organized as follows:

• the first chapter introduces the motivation, the context of use and
the limitations and this work;
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• the second chapter reviews the state of art of machine learning
in particular with a focus on the data bias its causes, effects and
various strategies of mitigating it particularly synthetic data and
pre-processing bias mitigation techniques.

• the third chapter introduces the research method adopted by out-
lining the datasets that were used, the hardware setting in which
the experiments run, the synthetic data generation vendors and
the open source libraries for bias assessment and mitigation ;

• the fourth chapter describes the processes and methods developed
during this work. In particular, it comprehends the requirements
which drove the solution design, the exploration of the dataset which
shaped the data bias assessment, and the mitigation techniques.

• the fifth chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the research
study done

• the last chapter includes potential future developments.

5



Chapter 2

State of Art

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Introduction to AI and ML
The term Artificial Intelligence(AI) describes a broad class of software
based systems that interact with their environments to provide a variety
of outputs, including content, predictions, suggestions, classifications,
and judgements that have an impact on those environments[14]. To-
day’s era of rapid technological development and exponential growth
in extraordinary huge data sets(also known as "big data") has allowed
AI to go from theoretical study to practical application on a previously
unheard-of scale[15].From analyzing incredibly enormous data sets in
almost real-time,to autonomous driving cars, stream history-influenced
video viewing suggestions, online purchase recommendations, ads, and
fraud detection, AI has fundamentally invaded many sectors of society
and frequently works silently in the background of our personal elec-
tronic gadgets. The ability to reason and take actions that have the
best likelihood of reaching a certain objective is the ideal quality of
artificial intelligence.

The term "Machine Learning" (ML) is more specifically used to
describe the field of study that gives computers the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed, [16] or to describe computer
systems that use data to recognize and apply patterns or infer statistical
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relationship. Regression and classification are two examples of common
ML techniques. The use of ML systems to anticipate future occurrences
is debatable.Additionally, ML programs may be used to provide input
for other ML systems. ML is included in the definition of AI.

2.1.2 Why AI and ML important?
These days data is becoming a valuable business asset, with the amount
of data generated and stored on a global scale growing at an exponential
rate. Of course, collecting data is pointless if nothing is done with it,
but these massive amounts of data are simply unmanageable without
the assistance of automated systems.

AI/ML enables organizations to derive value from the massive
amounts of data they collect by providing actionable insights, ad-
vancing system capabilities, and automating tasks. AI/ML has the
potential to help businesses by assisting them in achieving measurable
results such as:

• Boosting customer satisfaction

• Providing distinct digital services

• Cost-cutting measures

• Enhancing current business services

2.1.3 Use cases of AL/ML
Here we see some real-world examples of how AI/ML is being used to
transform industries.

• Healthcare: In healthcare applications, AI/ML is being used
to improve clinical efficiency, diagnosis speed and accuracy, and
patient outcomes.HCA Healthcare won the Red Hat Innovation
Award for using machine learning to create SPOT (Sepsis Pre-
diction and Optimization of Therapy). This real-time predictive
analytics product can detect sepsis, a potentially fatal condition,
more accurately and quickly.
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• Insurance: AI/ML is being used in the insurance industry for
various applications, including automating claims processing and
providing use-based insurance services. Most insurance companies
believe that modernizing their core systems is critical to differentiate
their services in a crowded market, and machine learning is part of
those efforts.

• Automotive: With the introduction of electric and autonomous
vehicles, predictive maintenance models, and a slew of other disrup-
tive trends in recent years, the automotive industry has experienced
enormous change and upheaval. Of course, AI/ML plays a signif-
icant role in this transformation. It is, for example, an essential
component of the BMW Group’s automated vehicle initiatives.

• Financial Services: Similarly, financial services are using AI/ML
to modernize and improve their offerings, such as personalizing
customer service, improving risk analysis, and better detecting
fraud and money laundering. As the amount of data that financial
institutions must deal with grows, machine learning capabilities
are expected to improve fraud detection models and help optimize
bank service processing.

2.1.4 What is data? And it’s types
Data is a collection of information,particularly facts like words, figures,
measurements, and observations that are gathered for analysis, consid-
eration, and use as a decision-supporting tool. There are primarily two
ways to represent data:

1. Qualitative: Data that approximates and characterizes is defined
as qualitative data. It is possible to observe and record qualitative
data. This is a non-numerical data type. This type of data is
gathered through observation,one-on-one interviews,focus groups,
and other similar methods. In statistics, categorical data and
qualitative data are two different terms, which is data that can be
organized categorically based on the attributes and properties of a
thing or a phenomenon.
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(a) Nominal:Nominal data is data that has been "labeled" or
"named" and can be divided into distinct groupings that don’t
cross over. Data in this case is neither measured nor assessed; it
is simply assigned to multiple groups. These groups are distinct
and share no characteristics.The order of the data collected
cannot be established using nominal data,and thus changing
the order of data has no effect. Gender, race, and relationship
status are all examples of nominal data.

(b) Ordinal: While still belonging to the same class of values,these
values have a natural ordering. When considering a clothing
brand’s size, it is simple to arrange them according to their
name tag in the following order: small, medium, big. A+ is
unquestionably better than a B grade in the grading system
used to assess candidates on an exam, which is an ordinal data
type.

2. Quantitative: Quantitative data is defined as data in the form
of counts or numbers,for each data set having a distinct numerical
value. Questions like "How many?" and "How long?" can be an-
swered using quantitative data because of the ease with which math-
ematical derivations are provided by quantitative data,measuring
various parameters becomes controllable. Surveys, polls, or ques-
tionnaires are typically used to collect quantitative data for sta-
tistical analysis. The two subcategories which describes them are
:

(a) Discrete: Discrete data consists of discrete variables that
are non-negative,finite,numerical, and countable.Using straight-
forward statistical techniques like bar charts,line charts,or pie
charts,discrete data can be simply displayed and demonstrated.The

distribution of discrete data is discrete in both time and space.
Analyzing discrete values is easier and more realistic with dis-
crete distributions.The number of products in a supermarket,the
number of regions in a country, and the number of books in a
library are all examples of discrete data.
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(b) Continuous: Continuous data evolves over time and can have
varying values at various time intervals.Continuous data is made
up of random variables that can be whole numbers or not. Data
analysis methods such as line graphs,skews,and so on are used
to measure continuous data. Continuous data examples include
height,weight,length,time,temperature,age and so on.

2.1.5 What is training data?

Models that employ machine learning are trained, tested, and validated
using data. In supervised learning, training data is enriched(labeled,
tagged, or annotated)to highlight data features that are used to instruct
that computer how to recognize the outcomes, or answers, that your
model is intended to detect. Unsupervised ML models are trained using
unlabeled data.

There are numerous methods to arrange training data. For sequential
decision trees and similar algorithms, the input would be a collection of
unclassified alphanumeric or text data.On the other hand, the training
set for convolutional neural networks that deal with image processing
and computer vision is frequently made up of a lot of images.The
concept is that the machine learning program, which is quite intelligent
and complex, utilizes iterative training on each of those images in
order to eventually be able to identify characteristics, shapes, and even
objects like humans or animals.The process cannot function without
the training data, which might be described as the "food" the system
consumes to function.

One of the oldest and most popular mantras in data science is
"garbage in, garbage out." It still holds true despite the exponential
growth in the frequency of data generation.The secret is to provide
machine learning algorithms with relevant, high-quality data. As a
result, model’s accuracy can be greatly improved. The development
of unbiased machine learning applications also requires high-quality
training data.Machine learning models that are accurate rely on high-
quality training data.
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2.1.6 Characteristic of training data
The four main characteristics of high-quality training data are as follows:

1. Relevant: Data must be applicable to the current task.For exam-
ple, if you’re training your model to predict who will win the best
employee award, you don’t need data from grocery store purchases.
Instead, you require relevant information about employee details.

2. Representative: The data must precisely represent the entire
community.Most datasets are not absolute representations,but they
must contain relevant attributes for proper model predictions. For
example, if the model is to recognize facial images, it must be fed
a diverse set of data containing people’s faces of various ethnicity’s.
This will reduce the issue of AI bias, and the model will not be
biased against a specific race, gender, or age group.

3. Comprehensive: The dataset should represent the majority of the
model’s use cases. The training data must have enough examples
that’ll allow the model to learn appropriately. It must contain real-
world data samples as it will help train the model to understand
what to expect.

4. Uniform: All data should be of the same form and origin. Addi-
tional information cannot be included in one part of the data.As a
consequence, the training data will be inaccurate. To summarize,
uniformity is an essential part of high-quality training data.

2.1.7 Importance of training data
To work with an ML algorithm, you must provide certain inputs that
allow your model to understand things in its own unique way. Training
data is the only source of input to your algorithms to assist your AI
model to learn useful information from the data and make critical
decisions.

Understanding the significance of the training set in ML will assist in
obtaining the appropriate quality and quantity of training data for the
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training of the model. Once you understand why it is essential and how
it affects model prediction, you will select the appropriate algorithm
based on the availability and compatibility of your training data set.
As a result, when working with AI and ML models, prioritizing training
data will undoubtedly assist you in acquiring the highest quality data
sets to achieve the best results.

2.2 What is bias?

2.2.1 Introduction to data bias
While AI holds remarkable promise, the comfort of computerized clas-
sification and discovery within massive datasets can come with sizable
downsides to folks and society through the amplification of current
biases[17]. Bias is a aspect of human thinking process, and records
amassed from people consequently inherently displays that bias. This
makes it exceedingly hard to accumulate and modify information so
that it omits bias whilst maintaining its accuracy-especially in view that
the dedication of what bias is frequently subjective.When an end-user is
introduced with data on-line that stigmatizes them primarily based on
race,age,or gender or would not precisely pick out their identification it
reasons harm.When humans experience that they are now not being
pretty judged when making use of for jobs or loans it can limit public
have faith in AI technology.

Most AI systems are driven by data and require huge data to be
trained on. Thus, data is tightly coupled to the performance of these
algorithms and systems. In the instances where the training data
contains the bias,the algorithms educated on them will study these
biases and reflect them into their predictions. As a result biases can
have an effect on the algorithms using the data, producing biased
outcomes.

AI is neither developed nor applied in a world isolated from societal
realities like prejudice or unfair treatment.The concept of AI as a
socio-technical systems emphasizes that the development of technology
involves more than only its mathematical and computational blocks.
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The values and behavior modeled from the datasets, the people that
interact with them, and the intricate organizational aspects that go
into their commission, design, development, and ultimate deployment
are all considered in a socio-technical approach to AI.

2.2.2 Different types of data bias
There are numerous distinct types of bias, some of which might results
in unfairness in various learning tasks. In this section we discuss about
various different types of bias which can influence the performance of
our AI model.Moreover,once we are familiar with the various biases, we
are better able to discuss about various mitigation strategies. In this
section, we discuss data biases that, when taken into account by ML
training algorithms, may lead to biased results.

1. Measurement Bias: Measurement, or reporting, bias arises from
how we choose,utilize, and measure particular features [18]. This
may occur if we are using proxy variables and their quality differs
from group to group. An illustration of this type of bias may be
found in the recidivism risk prediction tool COMPAS, where prior
arrests and arrests of friends and family members were employed as
proxies to gauge the degree of "riskiness" or "crime"—-which can be
seen as mismeasured proxies on their own. This is partially because
minority populations experience more frequent policing and control,
which results in greater arrest rates. People from minority groups
are more likely to be arrested, but this does not mean that they
are necessarily more dangerous because there are differences in how
these groups are evaluated and managed [18].

2. Omitted variable Bias: When one or more significant variables
are excluded from the model, omitted variable bias results [19]
[20] [21]. An illustration of this situation would be if a model
was created to predict, with a fair amount of accuracy, the annual
percentage rate at which customers would discontinue using a
service, however it was soon realized that the majority of users
were discontinuing their subscriptions without the model’s intended
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forewarning. Imagine that a new, formidable competitor has entered
the market and is offering the same solution for half the price,
leading to the cancellation of memberships. The competitor’s
appearance was something for which the model was not prepared,
so it is regarded as an omitted variable.

3. Representation Bias: When gathering data, how we sample from
a population results in representation bias [18]. Non-representative
samples lack the diversity of the population, with missing subgroups
and other anomalies. Lack of geographical diversity in datasets like
ImageNet results in a demonstrable bias towards Western cultures.

4. Aggregation Bias: When incorrect inferences are made about
specific individuals based on studying the entire community, this
is known as aggregate bias(or ecological fallacy) [22]. Clinical
assistance tools are a prime illustration of this kind of prejudice.
Think about diabetic patients with different morbidities depending
on their gender and racial background. Particularly, the intricate
differences across genders and ethnicities can be seen in HbA1c
readings, which are frequently used to diagnose and monitor dia-
betes. A model that does not account for individual characteristics
would therefore probably not be suitable for all racial and gender
groupings in the population [18]. Even when they are evenly repre-
sented in the training data, this is still true. Aggregation bias may
emerge from any generalizations about the population’s subgroups
[22].

5. Sampling Bias: Sample bias, which is related to representation
bias,results from the non-random selection of subgroups for sam-
pling [22].Because of sample bias, it’s possible that the trends
identified for one demographic won’t apply to information gathered
from a different population.

6. Historical Bias: Even with flawless sample and feature selec-
tion,historical bias, which is an existing prejudice and socio-technical
problems in the world,can contaminate the data generating process
[18]. An illustration of this type of bias can be seen in a 2018 image
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search result when looking for female CEOs ultimately produced
fewer female CEO photos because only 5% of Fortune 500 CEOs
were female, skewing the search results in favor of male CEOs [18] .

7. Population Bias: Population bias occurs when the user popu-
lation of the platform differs from the initial target population
in terms of statistics,demographics,representatives,and end user
attributes [23]. False data are produced through population bias.
Different user demographics on various social media sites, such
as women’s higher usage of Pinterest, Facebook, and Instagram
compared to men’s higher activity on online forums like Reddit
or Twitter, are examples of this type of prejudice. In accordance
with gender, color, ethnicity, and parental educational background,
additional examples and data on young adults’ use of social media
are available in [24]

8. Self-selection Bias: Self-selection is a form of sampling or se-
lection bias in which study participants choose themselves. One
instance of this kind of bias is seen in an opinion poll to measure
enthusiasm for a political candidate, where the most enthusiastic
supporters are more likely to complete the poll [22].

9. Social Bias: When the behavior of others influences our judg-
ment,social bias occurs [25]. When we intend to give something a
low rating or review, but are persuaded by other high ratings to
change it, we may be guilty of this form of bias since we may feel
that we are being too harsh [25] [26].

10. Behavioral Bias: Different user behavior across platforms, situa-
tions, or datasets is what causes behavioral bias [23]. An illustration
of this type of prejudice is shown in [27], where the authors discuss
how variations in emoji representation across platforms can cause
people to respond and behave in various ways, sometimes even
resulting in communication problems.

11. Temporal Bias: Due to variations in populations and behaviors
across time, there is a temporal bias [23]. On Twitter, for instance,
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you can see how people chatting about a certain issue will use a
hashtag to draw attention before moving on to talk about an event
without using the hashtag [23].

12. Content Production Bias: Content production bias results from
disparities in the structure, lexicon, semantics, and syntax of user-
generated contents [23]. One instance of this kind of bias is seen in
[28] in where the differences in the use of language across different
gender and age groups is discussed. The differences in the use of
language use can be observed within and among different nations
and groups.[22].

2.2.3 Use cases of data bias
The development of a software system by Amazon[29] to evaluate
resumes of potential employees gathered from the internet is a well-
known illustration of this problem. The initiative, which was initiated in
2014 to leverage word patterns taken from CVs from the preceding ten
years to predict successful future employees,was discontinued in 2017
due to the systematic devaluation of female professionals. Since men
make up the bulk of employees in the technology sector, the difficulty
stemmed from the fact that training data was primarily composed of
them.

Another study found that Facebook job advertisements[30] were
significantly biased toward gender and ethnic groups, resulting in un-
equal job opportunities and persistent discriminatory treatment for
the duration of the advertisement.People are denied opportunities be-
cause of their personal characteristics, which contradicts the statements
in Article 21 of the EU Charter of Human Rights[31]. As a result,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development sued Facebook in
March 2019 for violating the Fair Housing Act due to the discriminatory
actions of its advertisements,as housing ads were disproportionately
targeted based on race,gender„and other personal traits[32].

Similarly, a scientific experiment on the search engine Common
Crawl[33] revealed discriminatory treatment due to gender imbalance in
the input data(almost 4000.000 biographies): authors compared three
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machine learning approaches for occupational classification and demon-
strated that in each case, the rate of correct classification accompanied
that existing gender biases of the occupational groups, even without
explicitly using gender indicators.

The investigation into COMPASS(Correctional Offender Manage-
ment Profiling for Alternative Sanctions), a formula that judges use to
evaluate the likelihood of recidivism of defendants,is the most famous
case in the criminal justice system for data bias. The non-profit organi-
zation Pro Publica discovered that the algorithm was biased in favor of
white defendants[34]: in fact, those were arrested and convicted were
nearly twice as likely as black defendants who were not rearrested were
nearly twice as likely as white defendants to be misclassified as higher
risk(false positive). The main cause of thus distorted effect was the
large number of records pertaining to white defendants.

In the medical field, a recent study[35] reported on the case of widely
used commercial system for determining which patients should be ad-
mitted to an intensive care unit. Medical professionals risk assessments
developed by a machine learning algorithm using previous data on
medical spending and health-care utilization. In cases of comparable
health status, white patients were found to be significantly more highly
probable than black patients to be appointed to the intensive care unit.
In this case, the system was also affected by ethnic discrimination, as
the risk score reflected the expected cost of treatment rather compared
to the real health issues, the former being strongly associated with the
patients economic wealth.

The examples given above explicitly demonstrate how bias in data
can propagate and be reflected in Model output. This is becoming a
socio-technical issue, especially in the public sector, where high-stakes
decision are increasingly delegated to such systems.

2.2.4 Consequences of data bias
Concerns about data bias are growing. DataRobot surveyed 350 tech-
nology leaders in the United States and the United Kingdom,including
CIOs, IT managers, IT directors, data scientists, and development
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leaders, among others, who use or plan to use AI. According to the
survey results, 54% of technology leaders are very or highly concerned
about AI bias. It is 12% higher than in 2019.(42% shared such a
sentiment). Simultaneously, an overwhelming majority(81%) calls for
more AI regulation. As a result, the primary concerns about bias in
AI are the loss of customer trust, reputation, and exposure to detailed
compliance checks.

For example, as per the Consumer Federation of America, women
will be charged more for car insurance in Oregon. The average annual
premium for basic coverage is $976.05 for women and $ 876.20 for men.
Everything else being equal, the gender gap is $ 100, or 11.4%. AI bias
can easily lead to a loss of consumer trust and , as an outcome, revenue.
Every customer who is furious about the injustice may be able to find
a more equitable insurance company.

The true impact of data bias strikes hard at their companies’ most
valuable assets - specialists. A bias like this could harm your bottom
line and your employer’s branding strategy. Biased data creates biased
ML models which directly impact your company’s reputation. For
example, a study of the racial bias in pulse oximetry measurement
discovered that black patients had nearly three times the occurrence
of occult hypoxemia that was not detected by pulse oximetry as white
patients. This may endanger the lives of some patients. Bias jeopardizes
your healthcare entity’s reputation, loss of future patients, revenue, and
legal issues.

AI bias tends to result in a vicious cycle. It’s because all of the
negative effects of bias are intertwined. To maintain the company’s
good reputation, we must ensure that bias can be mitigated. This, in
turn, will increase customer trust by promoting equality.

2.2.5 How to prevent bias?
Machine learning bias can be avoided by education and sound gover-
nance; after it has been identified, an organization can use best practices
to address it, such as the ones listed below.

• Choose training data that is sufficiently large and representative
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to mitigate biases that commonly affect machine learning, such as
sample bias and prejudice bias.

• To ensure that bias resulting from algorithms or data sets does not
appear in the results of machine learning systems, test and validate
them.

• Keep an eye on machine learning systems as they function to ensure
that biases don’t gradually seep in as the algorithms learn more
and more.

• Examine and inspect models using additional tools, such as IBM’s
AI Fairness 360 Open Source Toolkit or Google’s What-if Tool.

• Maintain consistency throughout your organization.Empowering
marketers to use data is terrific for organizational velocity, but
don’t discount the insight that data scientists can offer. Schedule
regular interdepartmental meetings to ensure everyone has the
resources they require and that your data is being generated and
processed as efficiently as possible.

2.3 What is fairness?

2.3.1 Understanding "fairness"
ML fairness [36]is a recently established area of machine learning that
studies how to ensure that biases in the data and model inaccuracies
do not lead to models that treat individuals unfavorably on the basis
of characteristics such as e.g., race, gender, disabilities, and sexual or
political orientation. Fairness is defined differently across disciplines[37].

• Law: Fairness in the law entails protecting individuals and groups
from discrimination or mistreatment, focusing on prohibiting be-
haviors and biases, and making decisions based on certain protected
factors.
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• Quantitative Fields: Quantitative fields (math, computer science,
statistics, and economics):fairness issues are viewed as mathemat-
ical problems. For a specific task or problem, fairness usually
corresponds to some sort of criterion, such as equal or equitable
allocation, representation, or error rates.

• Social Science: Fairness is frequently considered in social sci-
ence in light of social relationships.Members of certain groups (or
identities) are more likely to benefit.

• Philosophy: Philosophically, ideas of fairness are based on the
assumption that what is fair is also morally correct.Fairness is
linked to concepts of justice and equity.

Definitions can differ even within disciplines. It’s no surprise, then,
that fairness in machine learning systems lacks a standardized definition.

2.3.2 Previous related work
In recent years, remarkable research has been conducted to ensure that
model outcomes are free of bias. The primary research has concentrated
on techniques for detecting and mitigating systematic discrimination
based on various definitions of unfairness.Among the most comprehen-
sive works we remind the book by Barocas et al. [38] (from which we
derived the unfairness measures used here), the survey on bias and
fairness in machine learning by Mehrabi et al. [22] as well as the review
of discrimination measures for algorithm decision making by Zliobaite
[39]. One significant limitation of determining whether a software
output is fair or not is the formal impossibility of satisfying multiple
mathematical notations of fairness at the same time [40] [41].This is an
ontological limitation: there can be no universally acceptable notion of
fairness because to define a "fair impact," several political, economic,
and cultural factors must be considered [42].The ACM Conference
on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency[43] 5 has recognized
this issue and has been designed and promoted not only for computer
scientists working in the area, but also for scholars and practitioners
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from the law, social sciences, and humanities to investigate and tackle
issues in this emerging area."

Finally, it is important to mention tool development: in recent years,
researchers both in the public and private sectors have created toolkits
for bias detection and mitigation[44].As an example:

• IBM’s AI Fairness 360 Open Source Toolkit [1] is an open-source
library designed to examine and mitigate bias in machine learning
model output. It includes several metrics for analyzing model
unfairness as well as pre-processing algorithms for transforming the
dataset.

• The LinkedIn Fairness Toolkit (LiFT) [2] is a Scala/Spark library
that allows for fairness measurement and bias mitigation in large-
scale machine learning workflows. Measuring biases in training
data, evaluating fairness metrics for ML models, and detecting sta-
tistically significant differences in their performance across different
subgroups are all part of the measurement module. It is also useful
for ad hoc fairness analysis. A post-processing method for trans-
forming model scores to ensure so-called equality of opportunity
for rankings (in the presence/absence of position bias) is included
in the mitigation section. This method can be applied directly
to model-generated scores without requiring any changes to the
existing model training pipeline.

• We introduce Fairlearn [12], a set of open-source tools that en-
able developers and data scientists to assess and improve their
AI systems’ fairness. An interactive visualization dashboard and
unfairness mitigation algorithms make up Fairlearn’s two halves.
These parts are made to make balancing the trade-offs between
fairness and model performance easier. We underline that it is a
socio-technical problem to prioritize justice in AI systems. It is im-
possible to completely "debias" a system or to guarantee fairness due
to the numerous complicated sources of unfairness—some societal
and some technical—so the objective is to reduce unfairness-related
harms as much as feasible.
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• The What-If Tool [45], by Google, which can be used to analyze
the characteristics of a dataset and of the models derived from
it. These models can also be examined for their unfairness w.r.t.
various measures, and an interactive graphical user interface let
the user perform a sensitivity analysis by moving classification
thresholds for the selected features.

2.3.3 What is fairness assessment?
The word "fairness assessment" primarily refers to determining how
accurately your dataset can reflect all of the populations. Thus, it
doesn’t exhibit any bias against individuals, organizations, or people
of any certain gender, race, or other category. In this study, we use a
variety of statistical formulae to determine whether any dataset features
are contributing to any bias or unfairness.We will speak specifically
about tabular datasets and supervised learning since the work was
based on these parameters. The steps involved in fairness assessment:

• Looking for possible biases: We must first examine the dataset
and make an effort to comprehend numerous unintentional biases,
including exclusion bias, observer bias, measurement bias, recall
bias, and other biases. When evaluating fairness, all of these biases
should be taken into consideration.

• Choose the protected attribute: We need to carefully select the pro-
tected attributes. The protected attributes are usually considered
as the sensitive information associated with individuals or groups.
A few examples of protected attributes are sex, age, marital status,
race, and others. The choice of the protected attributes needs to
be done in order to understand if it’s imbalanced or treated not
evenly.

• Establishing fairness parameters: We must employ a variety of
metrics that offer the mathematical definition of fairness.The choice
of metric is specific to the protected attribute chosen. A few
categories in which this metrics can be classified are :
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– Balance measure metrics

– Equality measure metrics

– Distance measure metrics

– Individual fairness metrics

– Group fairness metrics

We will be able to assess whether there is bias in the data by using
the aforementioned three stages in some scenarios, which is the
first step toward fair ML.

2.3.4 Importance of fair dataset

The key lesson here is that we must consider data variety. We need
to stop believing that gathering a ton of raw data will be sufficient
to advance our cause. We must be extremely careful while collecting
datasets from scratch.

For example, if we are creating a model that determines whether or
not a person should be given a loan, we need to ensure that we can train
our model with a variety of data. This requires that our model must be
universal and not be skewed by certain characteristics, such as being
white, married, and others. If we utilize solely white, privileged, and
married people to train our model, it will be prejudiced against black
and single people, which will encourage racial prejudice and mistrust
among users. Therefore, we must make our dataset as fair as feasible.

A fair dataset will foster user trust as it will fairly represents the
society, will produces good results, and accurately captures the situation
you are seeking to study.
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2.4 Fairness assessment using synthetic
data

2.4.1 What is synthetic data?
Synthetic data is generated by using AI algorithms instead of collecting
data from real-world cases. It incorporates all the statistical and
distribution properties of the original dataset. The use of synthetic
data can improve AI and solve various data-related properties. ML
engineers typically require a large amount of data that must be properly
cleaned and labeled; this data cleaning and collection operation is quite
costly. Furthermore, diverse training data will be able to demonstrate
more accurate AI models.

2.4.2 Advantages of synthetic data
The following are the primary benefits of using synthetic data:

• Data Protection and Privacy Preservation: Rather than
masking or anonymizing the original data, synthetic data can be
used to protect data privacy. It prevents the disclosure of sensitive
user information.

• Easy Labeling: Labeling is simple with fully synthetic data. For
example, if a picture of a classroom is generated, it is simple to as-
sign labels to the backboard, people, table, and chairs automatically.
We don’t need to hire people to manually label these objects.

• Data Augmentation: Synthetically generated data reduces data
scarcity and improves the generalization of ML models. It resolves
various issues such as an imbalanced dataset,missing values and
remove duplicate records.

• Promotes AI Fairness: Data synthetization can be used to
correct data bias by ensuring data diversity to represent the real
world.
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2.4.3 Types of synthetic data
• Tabular data: Tabular data contains far more sensitive and

private information than other types. For these reasons, it must
not only be anonymized, but also synthesized. Anonymization of
data entails removing characteristics from a data set that can be
used to identify a person. To anonymize the data, some identifying
points in the set, such as name, address, and gender, should be
removed. The more data we delete, the less valuable the information
for future analysis becomes. Even deleting a large amount of a
person’s private data makes it possible to identify someone using
the limited information available.

Tabular data synthesis has many applications, including fraud
detection and economic forecasting in finance, medical applications,
and marketing and advertising campaigns for customer behavior
and reactions.

• Time series data: Time series synthetic data is similar to tabular
data in some ways, but the main difference is that time series is
focused on data that is time-related. Anyone can use autoregressive
models (AR) to generate it with models because they specialize in
time series data.

Most frequent applications of time series synthetic data are in the
fields of financial predictions, demand forecasting, trade, market
predictions, transaction recording, nature forecasts, and component
monitoring in machines and robotics

• Image Data: Image data that has been synthesized can be used
for a variety of applications, the most well-known of which are
computer vision and face generation. A machine learns how and
where to understand what it perceives during the computer vision
process in order to perform a specific action. It is widely valued in
the robotics and automotive industries. Both require a computer
to distinguish between objects and backgrounds, as well as the
distances and sizes among them.
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Face generation is the process of creating human faces from scratch.
Produced human faces can be used to train machine learning models
to identify human faces for security or robotics applications.

• Text Data: Textual data can be used to train chatbots, algorithms
that check email boxes for spam, and machine learning models that
detect abuse. The text generation model GPT-3 is used to generate
synthesised text. It is an abbreviation for Generative Pre-trained
Transformer 3. GPT-3 is an autoregressive model that generates
human-like language written in text that can be used to train
machine learning models for text recognition or understanding.

2.4.4 Use cases of synthetic data
• Fraud Prevention: Synthetic data was used for the training

of AI fraud prevention models by American Express. Since they
didn’t have enough data on fraudulent cases, they used GANs to
synthesize enough data. The goal was to create a balanced dataset
with different fraud variations for a better AI model for different
scenarios.

• Face Analysis: Fake it until you make it: facial analysis in the
world using synthetic data alone [46]. Researchers created a variety
of human 3D faces, including labeling, to use as training material
computer vision, landmark localization, and face parsing machine
learning models. The project’s findings demonstrated that synthetic
data could accurately match real data.

• Chatbot Development: Moveworks, a startup, developed a
chatbot trained on synthetic data to answer customers’ questions
about HR, finance, and, most notably, IT. It used synthetic data
to train on cases where real data was scarce. Customers can use
the chatbot to help with tasks such as password reset, software
installation, and device connection.

• Dialog Prepossessing: Amazon trained Alexa to recognize re-
quests in multiple languages using synthetic data. When a new
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language is added to the system, the data pool of requests for the
machine learning model is greatly diminished. In this case, Amazon
is using synthetic data alongside real data to enrich their sample set
and train Alexa’s natural-language understanding (NLU) models.

• Self Driving Vehicles: Waymo trains self-driving cars with
synthetic data. Waymo has developed its own deep recurrent
neural network (RNN) called ChaufferNet. In this environment, a
vehicle is trained on labeled synthetic data as well as real data to
drive safely while recognizing objects and following traffic rules.

2.4.5 Can synthetic data address data bias?

A solution to data bias is synthetic data. The quality of the raw
real data has an effect on the quality of the raw synthetic data. The
potential of synthetic data lies in the ability to manage the output,
which enables the creation of a more balanced, pure, and valuable
synthetic dataset. Real datasets do not offer this amount of control,
in contrast to synthetic data.A strong synthetic data generator must
also have the intelligence to recognize faults in the real data and offer
solutions.

By supplementing your existing data with things you haven’t seen,
synthetic data can help reduce bias. Synthetic data can help fill in
the data gaps that result from data bias, such as when there is not
enough data, it is too expensive, or there is no consent for usage in ML
projects.

Additionally, synthetic data can assist in balancing out a dataset
that is out of balance, such as one where the sample is predominately
made up of members of a particular social group.

For ML models, having enough high-quality data is crucial. Your
team may not always be confident of the data they will need to train
the model at the outset of a project. Synthetic data can shed light on
the type of data used to build the model. And by being transparent,
machine learning algorithms are less likely to develop prejudice.
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2.4.6 Limitation of synthetic data
While using synthetic data has many advantages, there are times when
it is better not to. Data synthesis is a faster and less expensive process
than data collection, but it is a complex procedure and requires an
experienced persons. Data that has been incorrectly synthesized may
not accurately represent events in the real world or may still contain
bias.

In addition, depending on the goal, collecting real data can be more
profitable or useful. For example, sociological research that gathers
primarily differences in opinions about new events is far more reliable
and valid than machine-generated data.

While there is still a significant dependence on human-annotated
and real-world data, synthetic data is still frequently used since it is
simple to produce, inexpensive, and very valuable in specific situations.
Testing a model’s performance using well-understood, human-annotated
validation data is the only method to ensure that it is producing
accurate, realistic outputs. Real-world human-annotated data continues
to be a crucial component of machine learning training data, even
though creating realistic synthetic data has been easier over time.

2.5 Fairness assessment using various bias
mitigation techniques

2.5.1 What is bias mitigation?
Bias mitigation is the method we’ll employ to try to reduce the bias
brought on by numerous outside influences. We may lessen bias with
the use of bias mitigation techniques, which is beneficial for creating a
model that accurately depicts society without any forms of racism or
sexism.They can be used either individually or in groups.

In most cases, we address group-level bias reducing measures where
we observe that the privileged group is not always favored. Instead, we
must ensure that the privileged group and the underprivileged group
is treated equally. In this study, we have applied pre-processing bias
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mitigation strategies, which are bias reduction procedures at the dataset
level.

2.5.2 What are the different stages of bias mitiga-
tion?

We need to use various bias mitigation algorithms to reduce data bias.
Bias mitigation algorithms can be used at various stages of the ML
pipeline. It is broadly divided into three stages:

• Pre-processing bias mitigation: Pre-processing bias mitigation
begins with training data, which is used in the first phase of the AI
development process and frequently introduces underlying bias.The
analysis of model performance train on this data may result in
various types of biased treatment, such as a specific gender (male)
receiving more income than females, or a specific race receiving more
government benefits. We must treat individuals fairly regardless of
their gender, race, or age. The manner in which data is used to
train the learner shapes the results. We must now ensure that our
data is free of bias, or it will have a negative impact and will be
unable to represent the diverse population.

• In-processing bias mitigation: When training a machine learn-
ing model, in-processing algorithms provide unique opportunities
for increasing fairness and reducing bias. For example, before
approving a loan, a bank may attempt to calculate a customer’s
"ability to repay." Based on sensitive variables such as race, gender,
or proxy variables that may correlate, the AI system may predict
someone’s ability. For in-processing, we can implement algorithms
such as adversarial debiasing and prejudice remover.

• Post-processing bias mitigation: Post-processing mitigation
is useful after the model has been trained but the user wants to
reduce bias in predictions. Equalized or calibrated equalized odds
are two among many other algorithms that can be used. While
mitigating bias after model predictions, the model’s accuracy may
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suffer. As a result, we must strike a balance between bias reduction
and model accuracy.

2.5.3 Do mitigating bias in training datasets help-
ful?

As we know that the training dataset is a crucial component of any
model’s learning process, it is important to ensure that the data used
to train the model is as bias-free as possible. There are various pre-
processing bias mitigation techniques which can be applied to the
dataset like Reweighing [47], Disparate Impact Remover [48], Optimized
Preprocessing [49] and others.

If we apply these strategies are training dataset will be more ideal
for making a better model. Experimental analysis carried out by [1]
have chosen a better results with the above mentioned algorithms.

Therefore, we can state that applying some pre-processing bias
mitigation measures to the training dataset will be beneficial in later
stages of the machine learning pipeline.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Datasets
We look at five datasets from two different application domains: finan-
cial services - credit, payment, loan risk and social topics – personal
earnings and education. We chose a few protected attributes from each
of these datasets and will now examine how bias measure metrics per-
form on them. Furthermore, we will test the performance of some bias
mitigation algorithms on the above-mentioned datasets. The datasets
chosen are described in more detail below.

3.1.1 UCI Adult Income
Barry Becker extracted these data from the 1994 Census database; the
prediction task is to determine whether a person makes more than
$50,000 per year based on that set of reasonably clean records, also
known as the "Census Income" dataset [50]. Thus, income represents
the target variable, which can take one of two values: = $ 50,000 or >
$ 50,000.

• features: "age","work_class","education", "marital_status", "occu-
pation", "relationship","race", "sex","capital_gain","capital_loss",
"hours_per_week", "native_country"

• target: "income"
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• protected attributes: "sex", "race","income" "marital_status",

The adult income dataset can be used to reflect the real-world
skewness in terms of the percentage of the minority class earning more
than $50,000, which is 24%. As a result, the dataset is imbalanced.
The large number of rows representing the majority class can lead to
bias.

3.1.2 German Credit Card
The German professor Hans Hofmann provided this widely used German
credit dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [51] as part
of a collection of datasets from a European project called "Statlog."
When a bank obtains a loan application, it must decide whether or
not to proceed with the loan approval based on the applicant’s profile.
Each entry in this dataset represents a person who obtains credit from
a bank. According to the set of attributes, each person is classified as
having good or bad credit risk.

• features:"month","credit_amount","sex","status","housing", "invest-
ment_as_income_percentage", "residence_since", "age", "num-
ber_of_credits", "people_liable_for", "credit_history", "pur-
pose","savings", "employment", "other_debtors", "property", "install-
ment_plans", "housing", "skill_level", "telephone", "foreign_worker"

• target: credit

• protected attribute: "sex" ,"age",

The data are a stratified sample of 1000 credits (700 good and 300
bad) collected between 1973 and 1975 from a large regional bank in
southern Germany with about 500 urban and rural branches.

3.1.3 Default Credit Card
From April 2005 to September 2005, this dataset contains information
on default payments, demographic factors, credit data, payment history,
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and bill statements for credit card clients in Taiwan. It was obtained
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [52]. The dataset contains
25 variables, but only a subset of them are used as predictors, in keeping
with the base paper.

• features: "limit_bal","sex", "education", "marriage" ,"age" , "pay",
"bill_amt", "pay_amt"

• target: "default.payment.next.month"

• protected attribute: "education", "marriage"

The credit card company has collected data on 30000 customers. The
data was collected with the goal to figure out how the issuer decides
who gets a credit card based on the various attributes.

3.1.4 Lending Club
Lending Club is the biggest online loan marketplace, offering personal
loans, business loans, and medical procedure financing. Borrowers can
easily obtain lower interest rate loans by using a quick online interface.
These datasets contain complete loan data for all loans issued between
2007 and 2011, including the current loan status (Current, Charged-off,
Fully Paid, etc.) and most recent payment information.

• features:"loan_amount","payments_term", "monthly_payment",
"grade", "working_years", "home", "annual_income", "verification",
"purpose", "debt_to_income", "inquiries", "open_credit_lines",
"derogatory_records", "revolving_balance", "revolving_rate", "to-
tal_accounts", "bankruptcies", "fico_average"

• target: "loan_risk"

• protected attribute: "home" , "purpose",

There are total of 31150 records present in this dataset.
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3.1.5 Student-Por
This data [53] examines secondary school student achievement in two
Portuguese schools. The data attributes include student grades, demo-
graphics, and social and school-related features), and it was gathered
through the use of school reports and questionnaires.Two datasets
are provided for performance in two distinct subjects: mathematics
(mat) and Portuguese language (por). We used the student-por dataset
specifically in our study.

• features:"sex", "age", "address","famsize", "Pstatus","Medu", "Fedu",
"Mjob", "Fjob", "reason","guardian","traveltime","studytime", "fail-
ures", "schoolsup", "famsup", "paid", "activities","nursery","higher",
"internet", "romantic", "famrel", "freetime", "goout", "Dalc", "Walc" ,
"health", "absenses", "G1", "G2"

• target: G3

• protected attribute: "sex", "mother’s job", "father’s job"

There are total of 650 records in the dataset.

3.2 Hardware
As for the purpose of this thesis a local setup has been used, outlined
in Table 3.1, this was allowed by the tabular format of the data and
the lightness of the models in use.

Hardware Configuration
CPU GPU RAM
11þGen
Intel(R)Core(TM)i5-
1135G7

intel(R) Iris(R) Xe
Graphics

8GB 3200MHz

Table 3.1: Local Configuration
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3.3 Libraries
Different open source libraries and frameworks have been integrated
into the thesis. Besides the most popular and general purpose packages,
the most important ones as for the development of this work are:

• Lift [2] , used to design the bias measure metrics.

• Aif360 [1], utilized to create the bias measuring metrics and the
bias mitigation pre-processing techniques.

• Synthesized SDK, utilized to create the bias mitigation pre-processing
techniques.

3.4 Bias measure metrics
Bias measure metrics are used to determine whether a specific attribute
in a dataset is biased. In this study, we will attempt to comprehend
three distinct bias factors: balance, inequality, and distance.We use
the following metrics to assess balance: Gini, Simpson, Shannon, and
Imbalance Ratio.Similarly, for inequality, we employ the following
metrics:Generalized entropy index, Theil index, Atkinson index, and
Coefficient of variations and lastly for distance measures we use the
metrics: Infinity Norm Distance and Total Variation of Distance.

3.4.1 Balance measure metrics
• Gini index: It is a measure of heterogeneity [54] that is used

in many disciplines and is frequently discussed under different
names: examples include political polarization, market competition,
ecological diversity, and racial discrimination.Heterogeneity refers
to the number of different types (such as protected groups) that are
represented. The heterogeneity of a discrete random variable with
m categories in statistics with frequency fi (with i=1,....,m) can
vary between a degenerate case(=minimum value of heterogeneity)
and an equiprobable case(= maximum value of heterogeneity, since
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categories are all equally represented). This means that for a
given m, the heterogeneity increases if probabilities become as
equal as possible, i.e. the different protected groups have similar
representations.
The Gini index is computed as follows:

G = m

m − 1

1 −
mØ

i=1
f 2

i

 (3.1)

Where we added the multiplication factor m
m−1 in order to normalize

the index between 0 and 1.

• Simpson index: Another indicator of diversity is the Simpson
index, which calculates the likelihood that two individuals randomly
selected from a sample belong to the same species (i.e., the same
class or category). It is used in social and economic sciences to
measure wealth, uniformity, and equity, as well as in ecology to
measure the diversity of living beings in a given location.Suppose
we consider a discrete random variable which assumes m categories
with frequency fi where i=1,...,m (that is, the proportion fi of the
species i with respect to the total number of species):

D = 1
m − 1( 1qm

i=1 f 2
i − 1) (3.2)

• Shannon index: Diversity indices are a useful tool for measuring
imbalance because they provide information about community
composition as well as the relative amounts of different species
(classes). The Shannon index, which is a measure of species diversity
in a community, is a widely used concept in biology, phylogenetics,
and ecology. The index was calculated as follows:

S = −( 1
ln m

)
mØ

i=1
fi ln fi (3.3)

In order to normalize the index we divide by ln m. In addition
since ln 0 = −∞, to deal with empty classes -i.e when fi =0 we
resort to the notable limit:

lim
x→∞ x ln x = 0
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• Imbalance ratio: The Imbalance Ratio (IR) is a widely used
measure that calculates the ratio of the highest and lowest frequency.
We use the inverse to normalize it in the range [0,1] and convert it
to a balance measure:

IR = min({f1..m})
max({f1..m}) (3.4)

3.4.2 Equality measure metrics
• Generalized Entropy Index: The generalized entropy index as-

sesses inequality across a population [55].It derives from information
theory as a measure of data redundancy.A measure of redundancy
in information theory can be interpreted as non-randomness or data
compression; thus, this interpretation also applies to this index.

GE = ϵ(α) =


1

nα(α−1)
qn

i=1[(bi

µ )α − 1] for α /= 0, 1,
1
n

qn
i=1

bi

µ ln bi

µ for α = 1,

− 1
n

qn
i=1 ln bi

µ for α = 0.

(3.5)

– Parameters: b (array-like) – The parameter used to compute
the entropy index.

– alpha (scalar) – A parameter that governs how much weight
is given to distances between values in different parts of the
distribution.In the case of the generalized entropy index, alpha
is equal to 2.

• Theil Index: The Theil index is a statistic that has been used to
measure racial segregation as well as economic inequality. It is a
subset of the generalized entropy index with α .It can be interpreted
as a measure of redundancy, lack of diversity, isolation, segregation,
inequality, non-randomness, and compressibility.

TI = ϵ(α) =


1

nα(α−1)
qn

i=1[(bi

µ )α − 1] for α /= 0, 1,
1
n

qn
i=1

bi

µ ln bi

µ for α = 1,

− 1
n

qn
i=1 ln bi

µ for α = 0.

(3.6)
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– Parameters: b (array-like) – The parameter used to compute
the entropy index.In the case of the Theil index, alpha is equal
to 1.

• Atkinsons Index: A derivative of the Generalized Entropy Index
under the restriction that ϵ = 1 − α .Specifically, an Atkinson index
with high inequality aversion is derived from a GE index with low
α.

AI = COV = ϵ(α) =

[ϵ(ϵ − 1)GE](
1

(1−ϵ) ) for ϵ /= 1
1 − e−GE for ϵ = 1

(3.7)

• Coefficient of variation: A generalized entropy index derivative.
It calculates the standard deviation divided by the benefit vector’s
mean.It is two times of generalized entropy index.

COV = ϵ(α) =


1

nα(α−1)
qn

i=1[(bi

µ )α − 1] for α /= 0, 1,
1
n

qn
i=1

bi

µ ln bi

µ for α = 1,

− 1
n

qn
i=1 ln bi

µ for α = 0.

(3.8)

– Parameters: b (array-like) – The parameter used to compute
the entropy index.In the case of the COV, alpha is equal to 2.

3.4.3 Distance measure metrics
• Infinity Norm Distance: Calculates the Chebyshev distance

between the observed and reference distributions. It is equal to
the maximum difference between the two distributions.The Infinity
Norm Distance:

DChebyshev(x, y) := max
i

(|xi − |yi) (3.9)

– Parameters: observed distribution (xi) – The observed distri-
bution is the distribution of the protected attribute chosen.

– reference distribution (yi) - The reference distribution is the
target distribution.
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• Total Variation Distance: Calculates the Total Variation Dis-
tance between the observed and reference distributions. It is half
the L1 distance between the two distributions. The Total Variation
Distance:

dL(x̄ȳ) = polynomabs(x̄) = 1
2

IØ
i=1

|xi − yi| (3.10)

– Parameters: observed distribution (xi) – The observed distri-
bution is the distribution of the protected attribute chosen.

– reference distribution (yi) - The reference distribution is the
target distribution.

3.5 Explanatory study design
3.5.1 Measures details
The following are a few of the selected measures:

• In this study we work both with categorical and numerical attribute.

• For categorical attribute we use label encoding because to convert
the labels into numerical form.

• For numerical attribute we use Kbin Discretizer because to map
numerical variables onto discrete values. Values for the variable
are grouped together into discrete bins and each bin is assigned a
unique integer such that the ordinal relationship between the bins
is preserved.

• Range in the interval [0, 1]. Results close to 1 are considered better
in all cases

3.5.2 Details of the bias measure metrics
The bias measures metrics are designed using references from AI Fairness
360 [1], also known as AIF360, and The LinkedIn Fairness Toolkit (LiFT)
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[2], also known as Lift. There are ten metrics in total, divided into
three groups: distance, equality, and balance. Each of these measures
is capable of computing both continuous and categorical protected
attributes.

The full dataframe can be passed in, and all of the dataset’s attributes
will have their bias measures metrics generated. Additionally, we have
the ability to send either one protected attribute or multiple protected
attributes. As an illustration, we can pass age to our Gini function
alone or pass age and sex to our Gini function combined. The Gini
value will be calculated in both scenarios.

While we employed KBins discretizer for the continuous property,
label encoding was used for the categorical attribute. The process of
label encoding only requires that each value in a column be changed
from a letter to a number. Consider the attribute "race," which has
three categories: European, Asian, and American. The column will
be modified in the event of label encoding, for example, European: 1,
Asian: 2, and American: 3.

With the intention of transforming the numerical variable into a
discrete distribution of probabilities where each numerical value is pro-
vided a label and the labels have an ordered relationship, the KBins
discretizer is used for attributes like age. The properties of KBins dis-
cretizer chosen are: n_bins=10, encode="ordinal", strategy="uniform"

Here are some images that illustrate them:

3.5.3 Vendors of synthetic data generation
There are several vendors that offer the generation of synthetic data
with privacy guarantees, which means that mechanisms in the synthetic
data are designed to prevent the re-identification of an individual from
the original data.

Betterdata, Datomize, Gretel, MostlyAI, Generatrix, and others are
a few examples. While some vendors provide a solution tailored to a
specific industry, such as finance, others allow you to generate synthetic
data for a single dataset in their free version.

Considering all of these external factors, I decided on Syndate, Gretel,
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Figure 3.1: Passing Categorical attribute:’sex’

Figure 3.2: Passing Continuous attribute:’age’

Figure 3.3: Passing df: Entire Dataframe

Figure 3.4: Passing One attribute: "work_class"

Figure 3.5: Passing Two attribute: "age","sex"
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and MostlyAI for a few reasons:

• They are free and easily accessible from their website or GitHub.

• More than one dataset can be used in their free version.

• There is a possibility to customize the number of rows.

• Each of these companies tries to generate ethical data i.e. take into
consideration the bias problem.

Furthermore, because each of these vendors works with structured
data is best suited to our needs.

3.5.4 Syndate
• About Syndate: Syndata AB has developed "Syndapp," which

they refer to as a Synthetic engine.Syndapp can generate large
amounts of data that match the statistical attributes of real data but
are completely synthetic by using Machine Learning, and Artificial
Intelligence. This means that the data can be used for a variety of
purposes, including predictive modeling, analytics, software testing,
bias mitigation, and more.
The output is simply a simulated representation of real-world data,
but without exposing private information and with the same utility
for innovation.As a result, the generated synthetic data can be
used by a variety of organizations and business sectors. The entire
procedure and experiment can be found in [56].

• Steps to take in order to generate synthetic data for this
study Following are the steps to generate synthetic data:

– Upload the dataset and configure the attributes you want in
your synthetic data. In this study, we kept the attribute in the
synthetic dataset is same as it was in the real dataset.

– Then choose train and generate, which gives you two options:
random and realistic.The random model will synthesize by
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randomly sampling from each attribute’s distribution, whereas
the realistic model will synthesize using a CTGAN model.

– In this study, we use the realistic approach and specify the
number of epochs and rows in our dataset.

Figure 3.6: Two approaches used by Syndapp to generate synthetic
data.

3.5.5 MostlyAI
• About MostlyAI: MostlyAI is an AI-powered big data analytics

platform for understanding client behavior. It enables users to
track and manage large amounts of data from various sources. It
investigates and provides insights into client behaviors, as well as
develops predictive standards, by utilizing artificial intelligence
technologies , machine learning, and deep learning . It operates a
synthetic data engine that allows users to simulate data, develop
marks, and comprehend data deviations using deep neural networks.

• How MostlyAI contributes to ethical AI Synthetic data that
has been bias-corrected can effectively address fairness issues. Using
synthetization, one can correct embedded injustices within the data,
right at the heart of the problem.When one can synthesize fair
versions of your data, the end result is accurate, privacy-safe, and,
most importantly, fair synthetic data. For training machine learning
models, fair synthetic data outperforms real data.
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MostlyAI generates bias-corrected synthetic data that can address
both privacy and fairness concerns, allowing for the use and de-
mocratization of big data assets while minimizing risks. They add
fairness constraints, such as statistical parity, to obtain fair data.
For example, suppose the Adult Income dataset is trained. In
that case, we penalize statistical parity violations by a number
proportional to the difference between the split of women and men in
the high-income segment. The model parameters are then modified
to minimize both the accuracy loss and the fairness constraint.Using
this method, they could eliminate gender income inequality from
the synthetic version of the Adult Income data set.

Figure 3.7: MostlyAI is creating a bias-free synthetic dataset in which
the proportion of high-income individuals is equal across genders.

In general, adding the fairness constraint broadens the company’s
software’s objective from generating accurate and private synthetic
data to generating accurate, private, and fair synthetic data.

• Steps to take in order to generate synthetic data Following
are the steps to be taken:

– Upload your CSV files: Select Ad hoc jobs that can syn-
thesize subject tables and subject table-linked table datasets.
A subject table is a CSV file in which each row contains pro-
file information about the entities whose privacy you want to
protect, such as names, email addresses, birthdates, and so on.
In addition to the subject table, a linked table with sequential
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data is included in a subject table-linked table dataset. You
can use this feature to combine historical activities, customer
journeys, and transactional records. MOSTLYAI can produce
precise, privacy-protected synthetic copies of all of them.

– Configure the synthetization procedure: MostylAI is fully
automated. It analyzes the first 1000 rows of the tables and
recommends the best job configuration.You can optimize the
job for accuracy or speed by adjusting various synthetization
parameters such as encoding types and rare category protection.

– Train and generate: Our AI model learns data patterns,
statistical distributions, correlations, and time dependencies.
MOSTLYAI will use this model to create a synthetic version of
the uploaded data.

3.5.6 Gretel
• About Gretel: Gretel.ai was founded with the goal of empowering

developers to unlock innovation through safe, efficient collaboration
with sensitive data. Gretel was the first to offer Privacy Engineering
as a Service and created a synthetic data tool suite based on their
open-sourced AI-based core. These tools facilitate and accelerate
faster to generate data that protects privacy and can be safely
shared.
Gretel created simple, accessible APIs for developers to generate
high-quality synthetic data, and transform and anonymize data -
tools that quickly remove privacy-related bottlenecks and acceler-
ate business innovation for organizations in life sciences, financial
services, technology, healthcare, gaming, and other industries.

• Gretel reducing AI bias with synthetic data A key use case
at Gretel is the generation of bias-free synthetic data. The steps
taken by Gretel are mentioned as :

– To get started, log into the Gretel Console with a GitHub or
Google account, and create a new project.
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– Select "From Blueprint" and then "Automatically balance your
data" from the "Recommended" section.

– Following that, a Gretel Project will be created with sample
data.

– After you’ve uploaded your data, go to the "Transform" tab.
Copy the Connection URI for the Project from the "Integration"
menu in the top right.

– Start the Notebook "Automatically balance your data."

For example, to begin, we must select the protected attribute from
which we want to remove bias. Following the selection of your fields,

Figure 3.8: Gretel’s example uses Race, Gender, and Income bracket
as protected attributes to eliminate bias.

the blueprint helps to guide you through the protected attribute
cells to train your synthetic data model. Following synthetic gen-
eration, we seed the model with the classes that require boosting
in order to generate additional records. The new data will be
unbiased, with protected attributes balanced out. The blueprint
concludes with the new synthetic data being saved to a CSV file.

• Steps to take in order to generate synthetic data for this
study Following are the steps to be taken:

– Navigate to the dashboard and choose the file. There are two
file formats that can be accepted: JSON and CSV.

– After selecting your file, create a project and give it a name.
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Figure 3.9: The minority class is balanced out after increasing the
representation of the race-protected attribute in the adult income
dataset.

– Select the option to generate synthetic data after clicking on
the option to create a model.

– This will generate 5000 rows of synthetic data.

– Once the sample synthetic data is generated we have the option
to decide the number of rows and create a new synthetic data.

3.5.7 Using open source libraries for mitigating
bias

Both open source methodologies and open source technology have
enormous potential to aid in the battle against bias.Open source software
dominates modern artificial intelligence, from TensorFlow to IBM
Watson to packages like scikit-learn. Since the open source community
has already proven to be extremely successful in creating robust and
extensively tested machine-learning tools, it seems reasonable that the
same community could also effectively build anti-bias tests.

The open source community should design tools for detecting data
bias, and those techniques should be applied to the wide range of
accessible training data sets.The open source methodology is also well-
suited to creating processes to combat bias. Making software conver-
sations open, democratized, and aligned with social good is critical to
countering a problem caused in part by reverse conversations, private
software development, and undemocratized decision-making. Fighting
bias should become easier if corporations, online communities, and
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academics embrace these open source communities when approaching
machine learning.

Finally, we should all work together to create and strengthen an
open source community centered on ethical AI. Whether it’s making a
contribution to software tools, stress-testing machine learning models,
or combing through gigabytes of training data, it’s time to harness the
power of open-source methodology to combat one of our digital age’s
most serious threats. . Numerous studies have been conducted in the
last few years, and various bias mitigating open source libraries have
been released.Here, we discuss five such tools and frameworks that are
widely used to detect and remove bias in AI and ML models.

• FairML: FairML is a framework for detecting bias in machine
learning models. It works by determining the relative importance
and significance of features used in the machine learning model to
detect bias.It can search for data that is biased based on attributes
such as sexual identity, ethnic background, religious practice, and
others. It works by auditing predictive models and quantifying the
relative importance of the model’s input, which aids in determining
the model’s fairness [57].

• Synthesized SDK: The Synthesized SDK is an open-source li-
brary that generates high-quality, privacy-preserving datasets for
machine learning and data science applications. They offer the fol-
lowing features: bootstrap datasets, rebalance, and impute missing
values.To deal with data bias, the SDK attempts to upsample rare
groups of data in order to detect any hidden biases.

• Google’s What-If Tool: Google’s interactive open-source tool
allows users to visually investigate machine learning models. It
is a component of the open-source TensorBoard and can analyze
datasets as well as trained TensorFlow models. It explains how
models work in different scenarios and generates rich visualizations
to describe model performance. Its bias detection feature enables
the user to manually process edit samples from a dataset and
examines the impact of these changes using the associated model.
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• Microsoft’s Fairlearn: Microsoft’s open-source toolkit enables AI
researchers and data scientists to identify and improve the fairness
of their AI systems. This tool, which consists of two components —
an interactive visualization dashboard and a bias mitigation algo-
rithm — significantly improves the fairness and model performance.
According to the company, emphasizing fairness in AI systems
is a social and technical challenge, This tool’s primary goal is to
mitigate as many fairness-related harms as possible [12].

• IBM AI Fairness 360: This open-source toolkit from IBM aids in
the mitigation of bias from large datasets because it is centered on
more than 70 fairness metrics and ten bias mitigation algorithms.
These bias algorithms are used in sectors such as re-weighting and
optimized preprocessing. These bias mitigation algorithms can
be used by a developer to recognize fairness and compare it to
the original model. It is an open-source toolkit for examining,
reporting, and mitigating discriminatory treatment in ML models
all throughout the AI application lifecycle [58].

In this study, we will primarily discuss two open source libraries:
Synthesized SDK and IBM AI Fairness 360 because they address the
issue of bias mitigation at the data level for ethical AI.

3.5.8 Synthesized SDK
• About SDK: For machine learning and data science use cases,

the SDK generates high-quality, privacy-preserving datasets.After
data is loaded from a data source, the process of data transferring
by Synthesized can be divided into three steps:

– Annotate and preprocess data: The software automatically
recognizes data formats and types. This step it can deal with
missing data and incorrect values.

– Create a data generative mathematical model: The
software creates a generative representation, which is a math-
ematical equation that describes how data properties should
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appear. Internally, this equation enables the user to transform
pure data noise into output data with the properties of original
data.

– Create a new dataset using the generative model: Finally,
once trained, the generative model can be used to generate new
data samples on demand.Moreover, the software supports data
manipulation, which is used to balance out some of the dataset’s
protected attributes so that the output data has the desirable
characteristics.

In this study, we will use SDK to create three distinct versions of
the dataset. Furthermore, each technique will be demonstrated in
greater detail. The following sections will demonstrate the steps
taken for this study.

• Installation: For installation, there are basically two steps re-
quired:

– Installing the package: Synthesized can then be installed
using pip by issuing the following command: "pip install syn-
thesized".

– Setting the licence key: After installing the package, you’ll
need a license key to use the software.The quickest way to see if
the SDK is operational is to run the command: "synth-validate".

• Data synthesis: To synthesize the date, we must first perform
the following steps:-

– Fetch the dataset: We use the utility function "synthe-
sized.util.get example data()" to retrieve the dataset, which
returns a small dataframe.

– Extract metadata information: Before we can create a
Synthesizer object, we must first extract metadata about the
data. This begins to look at the dataframe and attempts to
conclude things like:
∗ Is this a continuous or categorical column?
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∗ What is the scope of this information?
∗ Is it a special kind? (date, address, etc..)

This information can then be used to instruct the Synthesizer
on how to model the data.The primary method of extract-
ing this information is using the "synthesized.MetaExtractor
class".Particularly, the.extract(df) method.

– Create Synthesizer model:The following stage creates a
blank generative model of the data that is ready for the learning
process. One of the main generator objects in the SDK is the
"HighDimSynthesizer."

– Learn the original data: After that, run the command "syn-
thesizer.learn(df)" to learn the data.The "HighDimSynthesizer"
will learn patterns in the data in order to generate them later.
The "num iterations" argument in "synthesizer.learn" can be
fixed to a specific value to limit the number of Synthesizer
learning steps.This is especially useful for testing pipelines
that contain the "HighDimSynthesizer" before attempting to
Synthesize data properly.
If a large value for "num iterations" is provided, the Synthesizer
may decide to end training early irrespective, so rising training
time is not possible in this way.Since the Synthesizer is designed
to learn the dataset in a single call, this should not be required
in most cases.

– Synthesize new data: Using the command "synthe-
sizer.synthesize(num rows=1000)," the Synthesizer can be used
to generate data finally. This will produce a dataframe with
the specified number of rows.

Figure 3.10: The Synthesized SDK’s steps.
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• Different techniques for generating synthetic data

– Bootstrapping: In order to generate synthetic data by using
the technique bootstrapping we simply need to follow the 5
steps as mentioned above. The code is :-

1 import pandas as pd
2 from synthe s i z ed import HighDimSynthesizer ,

MetaExtractor
3 df1 = pd . read_csv ( Pathname )
4 df1_meta = MetaExtractor . e x t r a c t ( df=df1 )
5

6 synth1 = HighDimSynthesizer ( df1_meta )
7 synth1 . l e a rn ( df_tra in=df1 )
8

9 df1_synth = synth1 . s yn th e s i z e (1000)
10 df1_balanced = df1_synth

– Reshaping: When developing a predictive model for imbal-
anced classification, a number of pitfalls can occur: some models
are unsuitable, model precision suffers, and unwanted biases
are propagated.
To address these issues, the Synthesized SDK enables fast and
accurate dataset rebalancing via conditional sampling of the
generative model. The code is :

1 import pandas as pd
2 from synthe s i z ed import HighDimSynthesizer ,

MetaExtractor
3 from synthe s i z ed import Condit ionalSampler
4

5 df2 = pd . read_csv ( Pathname )
6 df2_meta = MetaExtractor . e x t r a c t ( df=df2 )
7

8 synth2 = HighDimSynthesizer ( df2_meta )
9 synth2 . l e a rn ( df_tra in=df2 )

10

11 sampler = Condit ionalSampler ( synth2 )
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12 df2_synth = synth2 . s yn th e s i z e (1000)
13 df2_balanced = sampler . s yn th e s i z e (num_rows=len ( df2

) )

– Data Bias: SDK’s most recent version introduced the concept
of "Data Bias." SDK uses the fairlens library to upsample the
protected attribute of the dataset. Moreover, it also tries to
find any hidden biases which can be present.

1 import f a i r l e n s as f l
2 import pandas as pd
3 from synthe s i z ed import HighDimSynthesizer ,

MetaExtractor
4 from synthe s i z ed import Condit ionalSampler
5

6 df3 = pd . read_csv ( Pathname )
7 f s = f l . Fa i rn e s sSco r e r ( df3 , ’ RawScore ’ )
8 f s . demographic_report ( )
9 f s . p l o t _ d i s t r i b u t i o n s ( )

10

11 df3_meta = MetaExtractor . e x t r a c t ( df=df3 )
12 synth2 = HighDimSynthesizer ( df2_meta )
13 synth2 . l e a rn ( df_tra in=df3 )
14 sampler = Condit ionalSampler ( synth2 )
15 df3_synth = synth2 . s yn th e s i z e (1000)
16 df3_balanced = sampler . s yn th e s i z e (num_rows=len ( df3

) )
17

18 f s_balanced = f l . Fa i rn e s sSco r e r ( df3_balanced , ’
RawScore ’ )

19 f s_balanced . demographic_report ( )
20 f s_balanced . p l o t _ d i s t r i b u t i o n s ( )

3.5.9 AI Fairness 360
The AI Fairness 360 toolkit developed by IBM is an open-source,
extensible library that contains techniques developed by the researcher
to detect and mitigate bias in ML models throughout the AI application
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lifecycle. Both Python and R versions of the AI Fairness 360 package
are available.

The AI Fairness 360 package includes the following components:

• A comprehensive set of metrics for testing the biases of datasets
and models.

• These metrics’ explanations,and

• Algorithms for reducing bias in datasets and models. It is to
convert laboratory-based algorithmic research into real-world appli-
cations in fields as diverse as human capital management,finance,
healthcare, and education.

This library attempts to mitigate bias at three different stages of the ML
pipeline’s lifecycle: Pre-processing, In-processing, and Post processing.

In this study , we will exclusively discuss the pre-processing tech-
niques as we talk to mitigate bias at the data level.The algorithms
which are used at preprocessing level are :

• Reweighing: To ensure fairness before classification, reweighing is
a preprocessing technique that weights the examples in each (group,
label) combination differently [47]. The class is represented below:
Class: classaif360.algorithms.preprocessing.Reweighing( unprivi-
leged_groups, privileged_groups)

– unprivileged_groups (list(dict)) – Representation for unprivi-
leged group.

– privileged_groups (list(dict)) – Representation for privileged
group.

• Disparate Impact Remover: Disparate impact remover is a data
preprocessing technique that modifies feature values to improve
group fairness while maintaining rank-ordering within groups [48].
The class is represented below:
classaif360.algorithms.preprocessing.DisparateImpactRemover (re-
pair_level=1.0,sensitive_attribute=”)
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– repair_level (float) – Repair amount. 0.0 is no repair while 1.0
is full repair.

– sensitive_attribute (str) – Single protected attribute with which
to do repair.

• LFR: Learning Fair Representation: Learning fair represen-
tations is a data pre-processing technique that finds a latent rep-
resentation that encodes the data well but conceals information
about protected attributes [59]. The class is represented below:
classaif360.algorithms.preprocessing.LFR(unprivileged_groups,
privileged_groups, k=5, Ax=0.01, Ay=1.0, Az=50.0,
print_interval=250, verbose=0, seed=None)

– unprivileged_groups (tuple) – Representation for unprivileged
group.

– privileged_groups (tuple) – Representation for privileged group.
– k (int, optional) – Number of prototypes.
– Ax (float, optional) – Input recontruction quality term weight.
– Az (float, optional) – Fairness constraint term weight.
– Ay (float, optional) – Output prediction error.
– print_interval (int, optional) – Print optimization objective

value every print_interval iterations.
– verbose (int, optional) – If zero, then no output.
– seed (int, optional) – Seed to make predict repeatable.

• Optimized Preprocessing: Optimized preprocessing is a data
preprocessing technique that learns a probabilistic transformation
that edits the features and labels in the data while adhering to
constraints and objectives such as individual distortion, group
fairness, and data fidelity [60]. The class is represented below as :
classaif360.algorithms.preprocessing.OptimPreproc(optimizer, op-
tim_options,unprivileged_groups=None,privileged_groups=None,
verbose=False, seed=None)
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– optimizer (class) – Optimizer class.
– optim_options (dict) – Options for optimization to estimate

the transformation.
– unprivileged_groups (dict) – Representation for unprivileged

group.
– privileged_groups (dict) – Representation for privileged group.
– verbose (bool, optional) – Verbosity flag for optimization.
– seed (int, optional) – Seed to make fit and predict repeatable.

Each of the aforementioned bias mitigation methods will result in
a fresh, debiased dataset. The unprivileged_groups is represented by
the class which is less in number whereas the privileged_groups is
represented by the class which is more in number.In the case of the
class "sex" attribute, for instance, the privileged group might be male
and the unprivileged group might be female with regard to the target
attribute.For example, if we are considering the class "sex" attribute in
that case the privileged group may be male whereas the unprivileged
group is female w.r.t to the target attribute.
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Analysis
We shall proceed in this section by examining each dataset separately.
The performance of the bias measure metrics will be examined first
on the original dataset, then on a synthetic dataset, and finally on a
dataset created utilizing pre-processing bias mitigation techniques.

We’ll go forward with our analysis by beginning with UCI Adult
Income and moving on to all the other remaining datasets. Different
attribute cardinalities are considered to better evaluate each index in
different contexts. Different forms of bias measure metrics will be used,
depending on the protected properties selected. In particular m = 2,5,7
are reported, with m number of attribute’s categories for the balance
measure metrics. Different target references will be selected for the
distance measure metrics depending on the dataset.

4.1 UCI Adult Income
The first dataset under analysis is "UCI Adult Income" the protected
attributes chosen are: "sex", "race", "income", "martial_status", "age".
For the UCI Adult Income dataset we will study all the three stages :
Original, Synthetic and Debiased datasets. The metrics used are:

• sex: balance measure metrics;

• race: equality measure metrics;
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• income: equality measure metrics;

• martial_status: distance measure metrics;

• age: equality measure metrics

Protected Attribute: "SEX"

We begin with the "sex" attribute, which has a cardinality m = 2 i.e.
male and female. The distribution of the attribute "sex" is represented
below.

Figure 4.1: dataset: ’Adult Income’, attribute: ’sex’

According to the following diagram, gender bias could result from an
uneven representation of male and female demographics. So we decided
to investigate the effectiveness of the balance measures metrics as a
result.

At first we will assess the value of the balance measure metrics on
the original dataset:
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Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.8854
Shannon 0.9157
Simpson 0.7944
Imbalance 0.4943

Table 4.1: dataset:’Original Adult Income’, attribute: ’sex’

Shannon Index displays a number that is the closest to 1 of the four
balance measure criteria.

Now, using synthetic data produced by three different vendors, we
assess the performance of the balance measure metrics on the sex
attribute.

Figure 4.2: dataset: ’Synthetic Adult Income’, attribute: ’sex’

We can observe that Gretel is performing better than the other
synthetic data generator vendors in every instance. In this situation,
we might assert that Gretel is faithful to its claim in order to provide
synthetic data in a morally upright manner.

The effectiveness of the balance measure metrics on the dataset
that was debiased by SDK utilizing pre-processing bias mitigation
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techniques for the "sex" attribute Similarly here we see the value of
the bias measure metrics produced on the aif360 dataset using pre-
processing bias mitigation techniques for the "sex" attribute:

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Bootstrapping Reshapping Data Bias
Gini 0.8656 0.7971 0.8648
Shannon 0.9008 0.8482 0.9002
Simpson 0.7631 0.6627 0.7619
Imbalance Ratio 0.4635 0.3789 0.4624

Table 4.2: dataset: ’Debiased Adult Income’, attribute: ’sex’

The effectiveness of the balance measure metrics on the dataset
that was debiased by aif360 utilizing pre-processing bias mitigation
techniques for the "sex" attribute.

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Disparate Im-

pact Remover
Optimized
Preprocessing

Learning Fair
Representa-
tion

Gini 0.9376 0.8860 0.8856
Shannon 0.8465 0.9161 0.9158
Simpson 0.6005 0.7953 0.7946
Imbalance Ratio 0.0109 0.4951 0.4945

Table 4.3: dataset: ’Debiased Adult Income’, attribute: ’sex’

We can see that the aif360 performs well with two of its algorithms,
"Learning Fair Representation" and "Optimized Preprocessing," among
the pre-processing bias mitigation solutions.
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Protected Attribute: "RACE"

Let’s proceed with the ’race’ attribute and use our equality measure
metrics. Description about the distribution :

• There are 5 uniques categories in the race attribute.

• Most of them is "white" which is roughly 85%

• This dataset is totally bias towards the "white" race.

• Second major race is black which is around 10%

Figure 4.3: dataset:’Adult Income’, attribute:’race’

Metrics for equality measures are chosen since, in most cases, they
were created particularly for attributes like race or income. These
measures are useful in determining which end of the distribution con-
tributed most to the observed inequality. It is useful to recognize the
dominant categories.

The representation of the equality measure metrics on the original
dataset is shown in the table below.
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9998
Atkinson 0.9946
Theil 0.9966
COV 0.9946

Table 4.4: dataset:’Original Adult Income’, attribute: ’race’

From the above value of the equality measure we can see that there
is no randomness as one race is dominant.

Following we have the value of the equality measure metrics on the
synthetic datasets:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndata MostlyAI Gretel
GEI 1.0000 0.9997 0.9996
Atkinson 1.0000 0.9941 0.9895
Theil 1.0000 0.9968 0.9912
COV 1.0000 0.9941 0.9895

Table 4.5: dataset: ’Synthetic Adult Income’, attribute: ’race’.

We can see that the synthetic data does not significantly outperform
the real dataset for the race attribute.

Similarly, we apply two pre-processing bias reduction strategies
from the aif360 package, namely "Learning Fair Representation" and
"Optimized Preprocessing," that are well matched along with "Data
Bias" techniques from SDK.
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Learning Fair

Representa-
tion

Optimized
Preprocessing

Data Bias

GEI 0.0000 0.0000 0.0043
Atkinson 0.0000 0.0000 0.0310
Theil 0.0000 0.0000 0.01137
COV 0.0000 0.0000 0.03102

Table 4.6: dataset: " Debiased Adult Income", attribute: ’race’.

Race: In the case of race, a value near to 1 reflects higher inequality
since it indicates that one race is dominant in the dataset, meaning
that there is no diversity and little randomization. In the bias mit-
igation strategies we can see the value is 0 , it means it is able to
remove inequality in races specially the strategies LFR and Optimized
Preprocessing.

Protected Attribute: ’Income’

Since the "income attribute" is used to quantify income disparity, we
employ equality measure metrics that are similar to it.
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Figure 4.4: dataset:’Adult Income’, attribute:’income’

Description about the distribution :

• 25% of the population belong to income>50k

• 75% of the population belong to income <50k

The equality measure metrics from the original dataset are depicted
in the table below:
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9792
Atkinson 0.8672
Theil 0.7158
COV 0.8672

Table 4.7: dataset:’Original Adult Income’, attribute: "income"

The value of the equality measure metrics on the synthetic datasets:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndata MostlyAI Gretel
GEI 0.0969 0.9705 0.9881
Atkinson 0.0505 0.8418 0.9014
Theil 0.0141 0.6985 0.7852
COV 0.0505 0.8418 0.9014

Table 4.8: dataset: ’Synthetic Adult Income’, attribute: ’income’.

The value of the equality measure metrics on the debiased dataset
using the pre-processing bias mitigation strategies.
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Learning Fair Rep-

resentation
Optimized
Preprocessing

Data Bias

GEI 0.1000 0.03807 0.3279
Atkinson 0.1000 0.1601 0.5479
Theil 0.1000 0.2952 0.5968
COV 0.1000 0.1601 0.5479

Table 4.9: dataset: "Debiased Adult Income", attribute: ’income’.

Income: A value near to 1 in the case of income indicates greater
equality because it shows that a greater proportion of the dataset’s
participants have the same income.

Protected Attribute: "martial_status"

Now, using the target attribute, namely income, we check the marital
status.

Figure 4.5: dataset: ’Original Adult Income’, at-
tribute:’marital_status’

Description of the distribution:

• There are 7 distinct groups for this marital-status attribute.

• Two of them—Never-married (33%) and Married-Civil Spouse
(45.82%)—dominate other groups.
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• There are a maximum number of samples for married-civ-spouse.

• There is a minimum number of samples for married-AF-spouse.

We check the value of the distance measure metrics as they are
calculated by taking reference the target attribute. The below table
represent the value taken by evaluating the original dataset.

Distance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Total Variation Distance 0.2479
Infinity Norm Distance 0.9998

Table 4.10: dataset" ’Adult Income’, reference:’ marital_status’,
target:’income’

Below is the representation of the distance measure metrics on the
synthetic dataset:

Distance Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndate MostlyAI Gretel
Total Variation Distance 0.0229 0.1965 0.2818
Infinity Norm Distance 0.9992 0.9998 0.9999

Table 4.11: dataset: "Synthetic Adult Income", attribute: ’mar-
tial_status’.

The value of distance measure metrics produced on the SDK dataset
using bias mitigation techniques for the "martial_status" attribute.
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Distance Measure Metrics
Metrics Bootstrapping Reshapping Data Bias
Total Variation Distance 0.2105 0.4441 0.2035
Infinity Norm Distance 0.9996 0.9999 0.9999

Table 4.12: dataset: "Debiased Adult Income", attribute: ’mar-
tial_status’.

Protected Attribute: ’age’

We then examine the continuous attribute "age."

Figure 4.6: dataset:’Adult Income’, attribute:’age’

The graphic above demonstrates that:
• The "age" property is not balanced.

• It has a right skew (But this is totally fine as younger adult earn
wages not the older ones)

• The persons range in age from 17 to 90, respectively.

• After a certain age, or 70 years, there are fewer observations of
people’s ages in this dataset (868).
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The table below is the measure of the equality measure metrics on
the original dataset.

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9943
Atkinson 0.9364
Theil 0.8965
COV 0.9364

Table 4.13: dataset:’Original Adult Income’, attribute: "age"

In fact, Gini Index in this context shows a better result followed by
Shannon and Simpson.

The value of the equality measure metrics on the synthetic datasets:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndate MostlyAI Gretel
GEI 0.9658 0.9918 0.9954
Atkinson 0.8287 0.9238 0.9443
Theil 0.7865 0.8895 0.9098
COV 0.8287 0.9238 0.9443

Table 4.14: dataset: "Synthetic Adult Income", attribute: ’age’.

The Optimized Preprocessing and Learning Fair Represenation,
which can be seen in the image below, splits the age range into ranges
from 0 to 70 because that is the range with the highest income.
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Figure 4.7: dataset:’Debiased Adult Income’, attribute:’age’

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics GEI Atkinson Theil COV
Age (decade)=10 0.7638 0.5383 0.3344 0.5383
Age (decade)=20 0.9614 0.8385 0.7024 0.8385
Age (decade)=30 0.9648 0.8476 0.7181 0.8476
Age (decade)=40 0.9553 0.8233 0.6770 0.8233
Age (decade)=50 0.9168 0.7440 0.5588 0.7440
Age (decade)=60 0.7998 0.5785 0.3714 0.5785
Age (decade)=>=70 0.3814 0.2237 0.1129 0.2237

Table 4.15: dataset: "Debiased Adult Income", attribute: ’age’.

Figure 4.8: dataset:’Debiased Adult Income’, attribute:’age’
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics GEI Atkinson Theil COV
Age (decade)=10 0.9276 0.6714 0.7534 0.6714
Age (decade)=20 0.8214 0.8385 0.8800 0.8073
Age (decade)=30 0.9131 0.8476 0.9614 0.9241
Age (decade)=40 0.9718 0.8233 0.8759 0.8036
Age (decade)=50 0.9110 0.7440 0.9190 0.8644
Age (decade)=60 0.9441 0.5785 0.8559 0.7807
Age (decade)=>=70 0.8971 0.2237 0.9460 0.8813

Table 4.16: dataset: "Debiased Adult Income", attribute: ’age’.

From the above value from the synthetic datasets and the debiased
dataset, we can observe that comparable age groups are present more
in the dataset which suggests less variety.

4.2 German Credit Card
The next dataset under analysis is the "German Credit Card". The
protected attribute chosen are : sex and age. For the German Credit
Card dataset we will study two stages : Original and Debiased datasets.

At first we see the distribution of the dataset w.r.t to the target
attribute.

Figure 4.9: Representation of the target distribution
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The details about the distribution:

• There have been 700 applicants that have been classified as good
applicants

• There have been 300 applications that have been classified as bad
applicants

The protected attributes chosen are: "sex", "age". The metrics used
are:

• sex: balance measure metrics;

• age: balance measure metrics;

Protected Attribute: "Sex"

We now turn to the "sex" attribute and attempt to comprehend how it
is distributed throughout the dataset.

Figure 4.10: Representation of the sex distribution

We can observe that there are twice as many males as female ap-
plicants. About two-fifths of male applicants and one-third of female
applicants are deemed bad. Most prominently, we can see that the
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dataset is sex-biased. Therefore, we decide to study the metrics for the
balance measure.

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.8556
Shannon 0.8931
Simpson 0.7476
Imbalance Ratio 0.4492

Table 4.17: dataset:’Original German Credit Card’, attribute: "sex"

We can see that the Gini and the Shannon Index is avaliable to the
value most close to 1.

Now, we use a variety of bias mitigation strategies to assess the
effectiveness of the balance measure metrics. The pre-processing bias
mitigation strategies from the aif360 library on the ’sex’ attribute

Figure 4.11: dataset:’Debiased German Credit Card’, attribute: "sex"
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We can see that "Optimized Preprocessing" pre-processing bias miti-
gation improves the performance of our balance measure metrics specif-
ically for the "Gini" and "Shannon" Index.

Protected Attribute: ’Age’

The next protected attribute chosen from this dataset is "age" and the
value of m=7

Figure 4.12: Representation of the age distribution

The details about the distribution:

• The positive skew in every graph indicates that the mean is higher
than the median.

• Ages 20 to 30 are the most typical range for applicants to submit
a loan application.

The value of the balance measure metrics on the original dataset:
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Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.6156
Shannon 0.7014
Simpson 0.4446
Imbalance Ratio 0.2345

Table 4.18: dataset:’Original German Credit Card’, attribute: "age"

The pre-processing bias mitigation strategies from the aif360 library
on the ’age’ attribute.

Figure 4.13: dataset:’Debiased German Credit Card’, attribute: "age"

We can see that "Optimized Preprocessing" pre-processing bias miti-
gation improves the performance of our balance measure metrics specif-
ically the Shannon Index is enhanced.
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4.3 Default Credit Card
The third dataset under analysis is ’Default Credit Card’ and the
protected attributes chosen are: ’marriage’, ’education’. For the Default
Credit Card dataset we will study two stages : Original and Synthetic
datasets.

The metrics used are:

• marriage: balance measure metrics;

• education: equality measure metrics;

Protected Attibute: ’marriage’

Figure 4.14: Representation of the marriage distribution

We can see that there are enormous difference between the default
payments. Additionally, the attribute marriage is unbalanced because
it primarily includes married and single people.

Below is the value of the balance measure metrics on the original
dataset:
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Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.6792
Shannon 0.5439
Simpson 0.3461
Imbalance Ratio 0.0033

Table 4.19: dataset:’Original Default Credit Card’, attribute: ’mar-
riage’

We can see in this case the Gini Index shows a better results as it is
more close to 1.

The value of balance measure metrics produced on the synthetic
datasets for the "marriage" attribute.

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndata Mostly AI Gretel
Gini 0.2192 0.7561 0.9583
Shannon 0.2317 0.6681 0.9697
Simpson 0.0655 0.5089 0.9201
Imbalance Ratio 0.0019 0.0057 0.6611

Table 4.20: dataset:’Synthetic Default Credit Card’, attribute: ’mar-
riage’

Gretel is able to artificially produce a balanced dataset when com-
pared to other synthetic data generating vendors, as can be seen.
Following Gretel, we can observe that MostlyAI is situated close to its
output.
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Protected Attribute: Education

Figure 4.15: Representation of the education distribution

While there is a higher risk of default in high school and more
balance there, there is greater inequity in graduate and post-secondary
education due to the differences in default payments.

Below table is the representation of the equality measure metrics on
the original dataset:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9996
Atkinson 0.9846
Theil 0.9342
COV 0.9846

Table 4.21: dataset: ’Original Default Credit Card’, attribute: ’edu-
cation’
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The value of equality measure metrics produced on the synthetic
datasets for the "education" attribute.

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndata Gretel
GEI 0.9993 0.9995
Atkinson 0.9823 0.9866
Theil 0.9628 0.9461
COV 0.9823 0.9866

Table 4.22: dataset: ’Synthetic Default Credit Card’, attribute: "edu-
cation"

This value shows that people have similar levels of education. As
other times Gretel is better performing vendor.

4.4 Lending Club
The fourth dataset under analysis is ’Lending Club’ and the protected
attributes chosen are: "home", "purpose". For the Lending Club dataset
we will all the three stages : Original, Synthetic and Debiased datasets.

The metrics used are:

• home: equality measure metrics;

• purpose: balance measure metrics;

Protected Attribute: ’Home’

The "home" characteristic makes it possible to determine whether the
present person has a "home" or not. The two dominant categories are
"rent" and "mortgage".
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Figure 4.16: Representation of the home distribution

Below table is the representation of the equality measure metrics on
the original dataset:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.7566
Atkinson 0.6650
Theil 0.4373
COV 0.0065

Table 4.23: dataset: ’Original Lending Club’, attribute: "home"

Below diagram is the representation of the equality measure metrics
on the synthetic data generated:
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Figure 4.17: dataset: ’Synthetic Lending Club’ attribute:’home’

The value of equality measure metrics produced on the SDK dataset
using bias mitigation techniques for the "home" attribute.

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Bootstrapping Reshapping Data Bias
GEI 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998
Atkinson 0.9941 0.9953 0.9930
Theil 0.9523 0.9564 0.9516
COV 0.9941 0.9953 0.9930

Table 4.24

Protected Attribute: "Purpose"

As it a categorical feature that says what’s the purpose to the loan,
would be interesting to start by Purpose.

Figure 4.18: Representation of the home distribution

Below table is the representation of the balance measure metrics on
the original dataset:
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Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.7945
Simpson 0.6947
Shannon 0.2164
Imbalance Ratio 0.0057

Table 4.25: dataset: ’Original Lending Club’, attribute: ’purpose’

Following that we have the representation of the equality measure
metrics on the synthetic datasets generated.

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndate Mostly AI Gretel
Gini 0.7409 0.7931 0.7772
Shannon 0.5424 0.6948 0.6391
Simpson 0.1696 0.2150 0.1703
Imbalance Ratio 0.0003 0.0056 0.0000

Table 4.26: dataset: ’Synthetic Lending Club’, attribute: ’purpose’

Among the balance measure metrics we can say that Gini Index got
an edge.

Next we check the value of the balance measure metrics on the data
bias mitigation strategies taken by open source library SDK:
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Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Bootstrapping Reshapping Data Bias
Gini 0.8589 0.8543 0.8229
Shannon 0.7573 0.7490 0.7218
Simpson 0.3031 0.2953 0.2492
Imbalance Ratio 0.0048 0.0051 0.0171

Table 4.27: dataset: ’Debiased Lending Club’, attribute: ’purpose’

4.5 Student-Por
The last data under analysis is the Student-por dataset and the pro-
tected attribute chosen are : "sex", "mother’s_job" , "father’s_job".
For the Student-Por dataset we will study two stages : Original and
Synthetic datasets. The metrics used are:

• sex: balance measure metrics;

• mother’s_job: equality measure metrics;

• father’s_job: equality measure metrics;

Protected Attribute: ’sex’

The gender ratio is 59% to 40%, which is not drastically out of balance
but not not quite balanced either.
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Figure 4.19: Representation of the sex distribution

The value of the balance measure metrics on the original dataset:

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
Gini 0.9675
Simpson 0.9764
Shannon 0.9370
Imbalance Ratio 0.6945

Table 4.28: dataset:’Original Student-Por’, attribute: ’sex’

All the three balance measure metrics shows a greater value Gini,
Shannon, Simpson.

The value of the balance measure metrics on the synthetic datasets
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generated:

Balance Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndate MostlyAI Gretel
Gini 0.7597 0.7597 0.9197
Shannon 0.6950 0.8850 0.8960
Simpson 0.3873 0.6522 0.6962
Imbalance Ratio 0.0730 0.1654 0.1616

Table 4.29: dataset:’Synthetic Student-Por’, attribute: ’sex’

The results by the balance measure metrics on the synthetic datasets
is the same interpretation of the original datasets.

Protected Attribute: ’mother’s_job’

Figure 4.20: Representation of the mother’s_job distribution

There are a total of 5 categories for the mother’s job class, with
"other" being the most prevalent followed by "services" and "at home."

The value of the equality measure metrics on the original dataset:
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Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9792
Atkinson 0.9065
Theil 0.9112
COV 0.9065

Table 4.30: dataset:’Original Student-Por’, attribute: ’mother’s_job’

The value of the GEI shows a value close to followed by Atkinson
and Theil.

Moving forward we analyze the protected attribute: "mothers_job"
for three different vendors.

Figure 4.21: dataset:’Synthetic Student-Por’, attribute:’mothers_job’

As we see that Syndata is showing high values it means that there is
one category which might be significant for mother’s_job.

Protected Attribute: ’father’s_job’
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Figure 4.22: Representation of the father’s_job distribution

In case of father’s job "others" is dominant categories followed
by all categories "services", "educators", "health care", and "homes".

The value of the equality measure metrics on the original dataset:

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Value
GEI 0.9961
Atkinson 0.9762
Theil 0.9796
COV 0.9762

Table 4.31: dataset:’Original Student-Por’, attribute: ’father’s_job’

The value of equality measure metrics for the dataset: "Student-Por",
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attribute: ’father’s_job’.

Equality Measure Metrics
Metrics Syndate MostlyAI Gretel
GEI 0.9995 0.9945 0.9968
Atkinson 0.9838 0.9701 0.9783
Theil 0.9888 0.9821 0.9818
COV 0.9838 0.9701 0.9783

Table 4.32: dataset:’Synthetic Student-Por’, attribute: ’father’s_job’

In every other instance, the outcome is essentially a representation
of the original dataset.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future
Works

5.1 Balance measure metrics
Gini and Shannon generally bring to lower penalization, independently
on attribute cardinality or the type of disproportion. They are followed
by Simpson and Imbalance Ratio.

One of the better balancing measures is considered to be Shannon.
The Shannon index is calculated by taking into consideration all the
categories of the specific class, and a number that is near 1 suggests
that frequencies are more evenly distributed.

A dominance index, the Simpson index assigns more weight to the
common or dominant category within the class. In this situation, a few
rare categories with a small number of rare representatives won’t have
an impact on the diversity.

5.2 Equality measure metrics
In case of inequality measure metrics they also fall into the [0,1] range,
where 0 denotes equality and 1 denotes inequality; thus, a number
around 1 indicates greater inequality because it indicates that one class
dominates the protected attribute, reducing randomness and eliminating
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diversity.
As the equality measure moves closer to 1, as in the case of protected

attributes like race, age, and relationship, it indicates that a particular
class of the protected attribute is predominating.

Coefficient of variations tells about the distribution of that category,
if it’s close to 1 it indicates its near the mean whereas close to 0
represents more dispersed. So we should use cov to understand the
distribution of the data.

5.3 Distance measure metrics

As we can see, the distance measure metrics are helpful because they
make it simple for us to interpret the target attribute distribution
in relation to the reference attribute distribution. So it tells us the
difference between the two distribution. If the difference approaches 0, it
indicates that the reference and target distributions are not distributed
equally. However, if the difference is less than Infinity Norm Distance is
closer to 1, indicating that the distribution is more equal. It performs
calculations across a certain class of the protected attribute. When
analyzing the link between "marital_status" and "income" using distance
measure metrics, as mentioned in the section 4.1 We can observe that
the value is quite near 1, which indicates that one particular class from
the "martial_status" earns more than the remaining other.

Total Variation Distance is calculated over a group, which means
it will precisely consider all classes for each protected attribute. It
is preferable to have a value close to 1, as this indicates that various
classes of the protected attribute have the same distribution as the
target distribution. When analyzing "marital_status" versus "income",
a value close to 0 is shown in the section 4.1 because it suggests that
one class of the "marital_status" earns more than the remaining.
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5.4 Performance by synthetic datasets
The synthetic dataset that functions well is the one that can upsample
the rare class of each protected attribute. The synthetic dataset should
be able to duplicate the original dataset while also producing a new
dataset more evenly distributed. The performance of Gretel, one of the
three vendors, is the best because it generates synthetic datasets with
more balanced ratios for each class of a protected attribute. Despite
the fact that the value of the balance measure metrics is typically close
to that of the original dataset.Nevertheless, we can reduce bias in the
dataset by using synthetic datasets.

Instead of attempting to balance out the ratio of the class of a
protected attribute, Syndata just duplicates the original dataset to
create synthetic datasets, which prevents it from considerably improving
its performance.

5.5 Performance by bias mitigation strate-
gies

To understand bias associated with a specific class of the protected at-
tribute, "Optimized pre-processing" and "Learning Fair Representation"
should be used, whereas "Reweighing" and "Disparate Impact Remover"
should be used when we want to understand bias associated with the
protected attribute as a whole (group, label). As it reduces bias, "Learn-
ing Fair Representation" should be employed only when we want to
conceal some sensitive data, as in the case of income- and race-protected
attributes in section 4.1. If we employ "Optimized Pre-processing" and
"Learning Fair Representation" in the case of a continuous protected at-
tributes, it will divide the attribute into a particular range and attempt
to balance the ranges as mentioned in section 4.1.

In contrast, every technique in the SDK library can be used for a
particular cause the Bootstrap technique should be used when the den-
sity of data is low. The Reshaping technique when building a predictive
model for imbalanced classification as it aids in rebalancing the datasets
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through conditional sampling. The Data Bias technique should also
be used to upsample the rare class of the protected attribute after
identifying biases in structured data. Among all the three techniques,
Data Bias is the most ideal one as it is more suited for this study.

In order to conclude, the upcoming research and techniques have
greater potential to handle bias at various levels: from generating
balanced and ethically right synthetic dataset , using various tools and
metrics for measuring bias before training a model, using in-processing
bias mitigation strategies along with pre-processing. In the end we can
use post-processing bias mitigation strategies before putting a product
in market.

5.6 Future Works
The conducted study can be expanded by first including more datasets
(consequently attributes) from various other domains like criminal
justice, health care, and others among the proposed ones in section
3.1. It is feasible to construct more biased measures metrics at the
dataset level, Demographic Parity and others among the proposed
ones in section 3.4 to understand the skewness of the data. Moreover,
our library can compute the bias measure metrics on one protected
attribute at a time in this study, but in the future, it might be possible
to compute the bias measure metrics on two attributes concurrently.
For instance, we can extend our research to compute race and sex
instead of only computing either race or sex.

It might be possible to leverage more synthetic data generation
vendors as proposed in the section 3.5. Specifically few selected vendors,
especially depending on the domain of the dataset. For example Hazy,
might be used in the financial domain dataset. Similar to that, we could
use vendors like Octopize MD, MD Clone, and others if the dataset
was typical of the healthcare domain.

As all of our measures are being conducted at the dataset level, we
are only using the pre-processing bias measure metrics. However, there
is potential to utilize bias mitigation techniques at other phases, such as
in-processing and post-processing, in the future. Nonetheless, we have
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the possibility to train our model using the bias mitigated dataset as
this can improve the performance.However, the proposed bias measure
metrics are still valid and can be used as source material for further
investigations.
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